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Abstract 

This thesis sheds light on the Vārāṅ, a collection of works written by the scribe of the first 

version of the Sikh canon, the Kartarpuri Bīr (scripture; 1604 CE), Bhai Gurdas. Even though 

the Varan hold the title of being the “key” (kuṅjī) to the Sikh scriptures, the Sri Guru Granth 

Sahib, the Varan are not now commonly studied both in western scholarship and within Sikh 

spaces, in particular, Gurdwaras. Overall, however, the Varan have through the years greatly 

shaped the formation of a Sikh. The goal of the thesis is to move beyond Bhai Gurdas’ text to try 

and understand how it has been interpreted and understood within the Sikh intellectual 

community. The thesis looks at the reception history of the Varan with Bhai Vir Singh (1882-

1957), who wrote an exegesis on the Varan in the early twentieth century, and Sant Gurbachan 

Singh (1902-1961), whose kathā (sermon) audio was recorded in the 1950s. Both are well-

respected scholars and practitioners of the Sikh faith. These two thinkers, Bhai Vir Singh and 

Sant Gurbachan Singh, provide insight into how Bhai Gurdas’ works were understood, received, 

and promulgated. As seen through their respective exegeses, the Varan must be understood 

through intertextual linkages, both to the Sri Guru Granth Sahib, the Sikh canon, and a wide 

range of other traditional Sikh texts. 
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Lay Summary 

The goal of this thesis is to explore an important Sikh text, Bhai Gurdas’ Ballads (Varan), to 

understand its importance within the Sikh tradition, and the intertextual linkages that shape its 

reception. This text is today often neglected, even though it was given the title of being the “key” 

to the Sikh canon. After discussing the relationship between the Varan and the Sikh canon, the 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib, the interpretation of the text by two influential Sikh scholars is explored. 

The two exegeses produced by these scholars articulate a layer of connections to other historical 

texts as well as the Sikh canon, the Sri Guru Granth Sahib. The interconnectedness of these texts 

demonstrates the intertextual nature of not only the Varan but also other texts within the Sikh 

tradition. 
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Preface 

This thesis is the original, unpublished, independent work of the author, Sukhwinder Singh Gill. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

The Vārāṅ or verse ballads of Bhai Gurdas Bhalla (ca. 1551-1636), written in approximately 

1574-1636, are generally accepted to be kunjī or key of the Sri Guru Granth Sahib (hereafter, 

SGGS), the Sikh canonical scripture. This indicates that the Varan constitute a way of 

understanding the compositions of the Sikh Gurus. They act as a commentary, and they are a 

way of reading. Ultimately, in their connection to the SGGS, they also show the Sikhs what it 

means to be a Sikh. Although the works of Bhai Gurdas are not now often performed in Sikh 

Gurdwaras—the Sikh congregational site, also known as the Guru’s “court” (darbār)— they are 

an honoured part of the Sikh intellectual tradition. Indeed, Bhai Gurdas’ writings, along with 

those by another poet, Bhai Nand Lal (1633-1713), are the only works permitted to be read, 

sung, or explained in the Gurdwara, aside from the Sikh scripture.1 

Due to their status as a “key” to the SGGS, Bhai Gurdas’ Varan have been been subject 

to study by many scholars and knowledge-seekers (vidvān) in the Sikh tradition, who have 

undertaken exegeses, sermons (kathā) and studies of both the Varan and the Kabit Savaaiye, 

another collection of short poems by Bhai Gurdas. These commentaries and exegeses on the 

works of Bhai Gurdas Bhalla (hereafter, Bhai Gurdas)2 provide us a sense of how Bhai Gurdas' 

text "lives" in a textual community, how they are understood, and how they are integrated into 

Sikh intellectual traditions, much as Philip Lutgendorf (1991) demonstrates is the case for the 

Ramcharitmanas. Lutgendorf discusses how the text is performed and how it lives through 

performers, and through commentary. In the case of Bhai Gurdas, the text lives in a deeply 

embedded body of literature in Sikh intellectual spaces. This thesis will explore the reception 

history of Bhai Gurdas’ texts in the works of two important thinkers and practitioners of the 

twentieth century intellectual tradition—Bhai Vir Singh (1882-1957) and Sant Gurbachan Singh 

Bhindranwale3 (1902-1961)—and how that history reveals the continuity and connection 

 

1
 Sikh Rahit Maryada, (Amritsar: Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee, 1978).   

2
 Bhai is a term of respect which means, brother. Bhalla was Bhai Gurdas’ family name.  

3
 The name Bhindranwale is typically tied to another important, although controversial, figure in modern Sikh 

history, Sant Jarnail Singh; this name, however, has existed before (and continues to exist after) him. The name 
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between both of Bhai Gurdas’ text’s messages and the messages of the Sikh canonical scripture, 

the SGGS, and the connections of both of these texts to later texts that comprise the Sikh 

historical and intellectual tradition. Moreover, I argue that not only are the thinkers examined 

drawing these connections between the SGGS, but they are also arguing that Bhai Gurdas also 

saw and drew these connections. At the same time, they in turn constructed a web of 

interconnected textual linkages to a range of other Sikh texts. This is what comprises Sikh 

traditional exegesis. Taken together, these two aspects—the relationship between the Varaan and 

the SGGS, and the relationship of these texts to a range of other texts through the work of 

commentators—provides a sense of what Bhai Gurdas’ works have meant in the ongoing history 

of the Sikh intellectual and religious tradition. 

1.1 Bhai Gurdas and his works 

Bhai Gurdas was the son of Isherdas,4 a brother of the third Guru, Guru Amardas. Guru 

Amardas’s familial connection to the Gurus was through his niece-in-law, Bibi Amro, who was 

the daughter of the second Guru, Guru Angad Dev. Guru Amardas’s daughter was also married 

to the fourth Guru, Guru Ramdas. This all means Bhai Gurdas had close blood ties to several of 

the Sikh Gurus. 

Bhai Gurdas’ biography generally comes from two sources, the Suraj Parkash (19th.c ) 

and the Gurblias Patshahi Chevin (late 18th c./early 19th c.), which are both examples of later 

historiographical traditions that will be discussed below. According to these two texts, Bhai 

Gurdas was a poet, scholar, scribe and an exemplary Sikh. Bhai Gurdas is said to have been born 

in Goindval in the year 1546 and was educated in Goindval and Sultanpur Lodhi. Bhai Gurdas 

learned to read Gurmukhi and Devanagari texts (in Sanskrit and Brajbhāshā, an early modern 

literary language often referred to as "Classical Hindi'' but which is grammatically quite distinct 

 

derives from the name of a village called Bhindar Kalan, where one of the early leaders of the Damdami Taksal—an 

important educational institution founded in the eighteenth century—Sant Sundar Singh, was born.    
4
 Even though it is generally accepted that Bhai Gurdas was the son of Isherdas, it is contested within the Sikh 

traditional realm. According to Kesar Singh Chhibar in Mehma Prakash, the Guru Amardas’ father, Tej Bhan, had 

four sons, the first being Guru Amardas, the second, Datar Chand, the third Isherdas and the fourth’s name is 

unknown. Bhai Gurdas according to Mehma Prakash is the son of Isherdas. On the other hand, Bhai Vir Singh says, 

that Bhai Gurdas was the son of Datar Chand; however, for this thesis we will accept Bhai Gurdas to be the son of 

Isherdas.  
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from modern Hindi), as well as Farsi and other languages as well. He then met Guru Amardas 

and, under the Guru’s guidance, was sent on missions to preach across South Asia.5 When Guru 

Amardas passed, Bhai Gurdas came back to Goindval to see the Guru one last time. As a later 

historiographical text, the Suraj Parkash (mid. 19th century; discussed below), details, Bhai 

Gurdas received blessings and teachings from the fourth Guru, Guru Ramdas, and was then 

instructed to continue with his preaching missions to Agra.6 In time, Bhai Gurdas heard news of 

a new Guru being given the seat of Guruship and made his way from Agra to Amritsar. Bhai 

Gurdas knew the Guru, Guru Arjun, even though he had not met him yet, because he was his 

maternal uncle, as is described in the late eighteenth century historiographical text the 

Bansavalinama by Kesar Singh Chhibar (also in brief discussed below). According to this text, 

when Bhai Gurdas began to make his way towards the Guru, there were many obstacles in his 

path. Bhai Gurdas is said to have thought to himself that if the Guru could explain why he took 

the steps he had taken on his travels, he would then firmly believe Guru Arjun to be the True 

Guru. Upon arrival, the Guru is said to have explained to Bhai Gurdas verbatim what exactly was 

going through his head.7 In this account we see description of the important relationship between 

these two figures, which deepened in time. 

Even though Bhai Gurdas is the maternal uncle of Guru Arjun, he reveres him. In stanza 

nineteen in var twenty-four, Bhai Gurdas writes, 

He is the storehouse of Gurbāṇī and is absorbed in kīrtan (singing of praises) and 

katha (sermon).8 

gurbwxI BMfwru Bir kIrqnu kQw rhY rMg rqw[ 

This line is important because we understand Bhai Gurdas is talking about the Guru being 

absorbed in both kirtan and katha currently, which as the thesis will argue is an ideal that Bhai 

Gurdas is influenced by. 

 

5
 Kabit Svaye Bhai Gurdas, 24. 

6
 Bhai Gurdas is said to have said, “mokau isKI dyhu mhwnI” Please bless me with this great Sikhi. The Guru 

responded, ismrhu vwihgurU siqnwm] jWqy pwvhu suK ibsrwm] Ab qum AwgRy mWih isDwvhu[ Meditate the True Name of 

Vahiguru and then you will obtain the ultimate goal. Now go to Agra and teach this.” Kavi Santokh Singh, Suraj 

Prakash,  
7
 This sakhi (story), will be shared in detail in Chapter three as SGS goes through this in his introduction. 

8
 Bhai Gurdas. Var 24, Verse 19. Self translation.   
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Bhai Gurdas is particularly known for inscribing the first version of the Sikh scripture for 

the fifth Guru, as well as for composing works of his own. Bhai Gurdas composed over 1500 

stanzas of poetry which include Bhai Gurdas Dīāṅ Vārāṅ (the Ballads of Bhai Gurdas) which are 

written in Punjabi and comprise one of the earliest texts in Sikh tradition in the Punjabi language, 

and the Kabit Savaaiye Bhai Gurdas (Quatrains of Bhai Gurdas), written in Brajbhāshā, hereafter 

respectively referred to as the Varan and Kabitt. The Varan consist of 419 individual Vārs or 

ballads, which contain a range of numerous long poems. The Kabitts consists of 675 Brajbhasha 

stanzas; however, it must be noted that this number was smaller up until Bhai Vir Singh found 

over 100, previously unknown, Kabitts in manuscripts.  In the 1940’s, Bhai Vir Singh published 

these works and they have since been widely accepted as Bhai Gurdas’ own works.10 Though it 

is difficult to precisely suggest one theme for the Varan, there are a few that run through the text. 

The Varan provide a description of the Sikh community in the late sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, a sense of its historical context, and attested to the authority of the Guruship for the 

community. For example, Bhai Gurdas expresses his devotion to the Gurus, especially when 

Guru Hargobind is proclaimed the new Guru of the Sikhs. 

Bhai Gurdas’ Varan and Kabit Savaaiye have a weaker and later manuscript tradition 

compared to the Sri Guru Granth Sahib, which has a strong manuscript tradition that is dated and 

authenticated to the time of the 5th Sikh Guru, Guru Arjun. The original manuscript of the SGGS, 

also known as the Kartārpur Pothī, is still in existence at Kartarpur in Punjab. The text is reliably 

dated to 1604 (Singh 2000, 44). As the Varan and Kabits do not have a strong manuscript 

tradition, it is difficult to precisely say when the texts were written. Most scholars, however, 

have accepted dates ranging between the late 1500’s to about 1630’s (the time of Bhai Gurdas’ 

death). Bhai Gurdas’ own writings point toward a wide range of dates because numerous Vārs 

seem to have been written before Guru Arjun’s Shahīdī (martyrdom), a dating that, as will be 

discussed, one contemporary scholar has argued against. As will be discussed in detail later in 

the introduction, some of Bhai Gurdas’ own writings point to some of the Vars being written 

before the martyrdom of Guru Arjun. His devotion to Guru Arjun in some of the Vars suggests 

 

9
 Bhai Gurdas composed 40 Vars and the 41st Var was composed by Bhai Gurdas Singh who was a Sikh during the 

time of Guru Gobind Singh. The 41st Var is accepted to be a part of the Vars by the Sikh community.  
10

 Bhalla, Kabitt Bhai Gurdas: Dusra Skand Saṭīk. 
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that those Vars were in fact written at the time of Guru Arjun, rather than after, because it is a 

common practice to show one’s devotion towards the living Guru. The contemporary scholar, 

Rahuldeep Singh Gill, argues that based on the manuscripts of the Varan, they are written post 

the martyrdom of Guru Arjun. This is because the earliest available manuscripts order Vars 4-37 

first before what we know as Vars 1, 2, 3, 38, 39 and 40 (according to the numbering of the Vars 

as they are presented in modern print editions). Gill’s dating is based on the orthography of the 

manuscripts and so he concludes that one of the earliest known manuscript begins with the fourth 

Var. Therefore, Gill argues the importance of the fourth Var and he reads it through the lens of 

Guru Arjun’s martyrdom. Again, as will be discussed further into the introduction, Gill’s 

translations of the Varan are questionable at best; I would argue the fourth Var is not about the 

martyrdom of the Guru, but rather about core Sikh teachings through examples in the natural 

world. For this reason, one cannot definitively argue when the Varan were written solely based 

on the manuscript evidence, rather one must look towards the content of the Varan, along with 

other texts, as this thesis seeks to do. 

As has been mentioned, the Varan are considered to be the key (kuṅjī) to the SGGS by 

many, a title said to have been given to the writings by the fifth Guru, Sri Guru Arjun Dev.11 The 

idea of kunji (key) first appears in Gurblias Patshahi 6th, which can be dated to the late eighteenth 

or early nineteenth centuries. Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh also make this historical 

claim using the mid-nineteenth century historiographical text, the Suraj Prakash, showing how 

the panthic historiography influences exegesis, and how the relationship between the Varan and 

the SGGS is articulated within both. As cited through traditional oral Sikh histories and texts 

post-dating Bhai Gurdas, it is said that Bhai Gurdas was urged by Guru Arjun to bring his own 

writings so that they can be written into the first version of the Sikh canon. Later that night, in 

Bhai Gurdas’ dream he sees his boat sinking in the middle of a treacherous ocean. When Bhai 

Gurdas would recite his own writings, the boat would continue sinking; however, when he began 

reciting the Guru’s Bani, the boat would begin to float. He tried this multiple times and came to 

the realization that his writings cannot save a person from drowning, and for that reason he could 

have his writings inscribed alongside the Guru’s Bani. The next morning the Guru asked Bhai 

Gurdas to bring his writings forward and Bhai Gurdas humbly declined. The Guru asked three 

 

11
 The first written sources to refer to this are Gurbilas Patshahi 6 and Suraj Parkash Granth.  
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times and Bhai Gurdas humbly declined all three times. Guru Arjun is then said to have blessed 

Bhai Gurdas’ writing, saying that his works will forever bring Sikhs closer to Sikhi because they 

will be the kunji to the SGGS.12  As we will see below, this status of the kunji has been 

challenged in recent scholarship; but I present evidence in support of this status. Not only were 

the Varan written, in part, before the martyrdom of Bhai Gurdas and concerned with Sikh 

practice and ideas broadly, as I will argue in this thesis, I will further argue that this status was 

accepted broadly in the Sikh community, and led to considerable interest in the work of Bhai 

Gurdas by later scholars. These scholars saw a close relationship between the Vārs and the 

SGGS, and also related both of those texts to a wider historiographical tradition. 

1.2 Interpreters of Bhai Gurdas: Bhai Vir Singh (1882-1957) and Sant Gurbachan Singh 

(1902-1961) 

The two scholars, Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh, under examination here are 

particularly known for their interpretation of Bhai Gurdas. Bhai Vir Singh was a well-known 

exegete and scholar of Sikh scriptures and literature, historian and reformist. Bhai Vir Singh 

recognized the value of the press and publication in order to convey messages to the Sikh panth 

(community).13 He along with Wazir Singh set up the Wazir-i-Hind Press in Amritsar and in 

1899 he began the newspaper Khalsa Samachar. 14 He published widely, and his works were and 

still are accessible to many Punjabis, as they are written in contemporary Punjabi. His 

publications included critical editions of what I describe below as "panthik historiography"—

texts that are utilized in religious education—and a great many exegeses or commentaries on 

Sikh literature. 

Bhai Vir Singh was born into a family of scholars. His father, Dr. Charan Singh was a 

medical practitioner and scholar who translated Kalidasa’s Shakuntalā into Braj. Bhai Vir 

Singh’s maternal grandfather, Giani Hazara Singh, was a scholar of Sanskrit and Persian; he 

 

12
 That is, “asikhān nūn sikhī prāpat hovegī.” Singh, Kabitt Savaiyye Bhai Gurdas Ji Satīk, 8. 

13
 The term Panth encompasses a lot and is difficult to define with one singular word. The panth can be defined as 

the Sikh community, the Sikh nation and more. The Panth as a whole holds authority which was given to it by  Guru 

Gobind Singh. The two reigning authorities in Sikh are the Guru-Granth (SGGS) and the Guru-Panth (the Guru 

embodied Panth). 
14

 Anne Murphy and Anshu Malhotra, Bhai Vir Singh (1872-1957): Rethinking Literary Modernity in Colonial 

Punjab, Unpublished, 2.  
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wrote the Gurū Graṅth Kosh, which is a dictionary for the SGGS. Giani Hazara Singh also wrote 

an exegesis or commentary on Bhai Gurdas’ Varan which Bhai Vir Singh published after his 

grandfather’s passing.15 Bhai Vir Singh himself studied Persian, Sanskrit Braj and Punjabi. Bhai 

Vir Singh understood the importance of Punjabi to the Sikh identity, and by extension, to the 

Singh Sabha politics at the time.16 Bhai Vir Singh was able to use this to his advantage and shape 

the formations not only of modern Sikh theology and identity, but also the modern formation of 

the Punjabi Language in India.17  Bhai Vir Singh wrote several influential historical novels 

(including Suṅdarī (1898), Bijay Singh (1899), and more.) and scholarly annotations, editions 

and exegeses. For example, he produced a critical fourteen-volume edition of Kavi Santokh 

Singh’s Gur Pratāp Sūraj Graṅth, Rattan Singh Bhangu’s Prāchīn Paṅth Prakāsh, and the 

Purātan Janamsākhī. 18 Bhai Vir Singh is particularly well known for his work on Bhai Gurdas’ 

Kabits Savaaiye, as he discovered a number of stanzas missing from earlier printed editions. His 

exegesis on the Varan is also particularly important because it is often referenced by preachers 

and by those that aspire to understand the Varan; for that reason, Bhai Vir Singh’s exegesis is a 

focus of discussion here. 

Sant Gurbachan Singh grew up in a rural village; however, although relatively isolated, 

he had the opportunity to learn Gurmukhi from a young age. He joined the Damdami Taksal, an 

important educational establishment in the southwest of Indian Punjab, in 1920 and there he 

learned Sanskrit, classical Hindu and Vedic texts. He is said to be extremely knowledgeable in a 

great many texts and for this reason (and others) he was promoted to be the leader of the Taksal 

in 1930. He is known for having done full katha of the SGGS twenty-six times. For this reason, 

his recordings are referenced even in the present day as an authoritative source. His kathas that 

were recorded in the 1950’s is in part the basis of this analysis. 

 

15
 Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas’ Varan Tīkā, 1997, New Delhi. Preface. 

16
 Anne Murphy and Anshu Malhotra, Bhai Vir Singh (1872-1957): Rethinking Literary Modernity in Colonial 

Punjab, Unpublished,3. 
17

 Shackle, Christopher, “A Sikh Spiritual Classic: Vīr Singh’s Rāṇā Sūrat Singh” in Classics of Modern South 

Asian Literature. Edited by Rupert Snell and I. M. P. Raeside (1998), 183-209. 
18

 Simran Jeet Singh has done interesting work on the Puratan Janamsakhi, refer to Simran Jeet Singh, “The Life of 

the Purātan Janamsākhī: Tracing the Earliest Memories of Gurū Nānak.” PhD diss, (Columbia University, 2016). 
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Bhai Vir Singh’s and Sant Gurbachan Singh’s respective exegeses help one understand 

Bhai Gurdas’ Varan as being interlaid with intertextual connections with the SGGS. This reflects 

these thinkers’ acceptance of the kunji status of Bhai Gurdas’ text: they see it as integrally related 

to the SGGS, and that the interpretation of the Vārs can only proceed from the SGGS. These 

exegeses also reveal a layer of connections these thinkers make between the Varan and panthic 

historiographies, which I will describe below. These connections comprise the foundational 

intellectual project of Sikh traditional scholarship. 

1.3 Traditional Sikh Schools of Thought 

Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh are modern torchbearers of traditional Sikh schools of 

thought that have played an important role in the development of Sikh intellectual and spiritual 

traditions. Such Sikh traditional scholars are responsible for Sikh learned ideologies. The term 

"traditional scholars" among the Sikhs refers to individuals, from the time of the Gurus to the 

present day, that have made a conscious effort to preach the Guru’s word. Most of these 

individuals are members of groups that claim a heritage dating back to the Gurus' period.19  The 

five groups that are commonly referred to as the “traditional schools” are the Udāsīs, Nirmalās, 

Nihaṅgs, Sevāpanthīs and the Damdami Taksal. These schools are loosely configured, with 

distinct lineages and appointed leaders, but with some overlap between them. For this thesis, we 

will look at the four groups that have been central in the education and training of scholars and 

preachers, which are the Udasis, Nirmalas, Nihangs and the Damdami Taksal (hereafter, Taksal). 

The Sevapanthis can be understood as a group of philanthropists (or practitioners of "sevā" or 

"service") that have ties to a Gursikh20 named Bhai Kanhaīya.21 22 An influential colonial-period 

reform movement, the Singh Sabha movement (a colonial-period reformist movement that began 

 

19
 This idea of claiming heritage plays an important role in giving legitimacy to their respective claims. I will not 

look at the legitimacy of these claims or the ties themselves in this thesis, as that could very well be a thesis of its 

own.  
20

 Gursikh and Sikh are quite often used interchangeably; however, there is arguably a difference between the two. 

A Sikh encompasses a wide range of individuals. Whereas, a Gursikh implies one that is a Sikh of the Guru and in 

extension implies an individual that has been baptized into the Khalsa. To note: there were different forms of 

baptism- charnpaul (baptism through the Guru’s feet)- before Guru Gobind Singh in 1699 and so this definition still 

holds true even before the birth of the Khalsa in 1699.   
21

 Kavi Santokh Singh. Suraj Parkash Granth. Battle of Anandpur 1704.Rut 6, Chapter 18. 
22

 Bhai Kanhaiya was a Sikh during the time of Guru Gobind Singh.  
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in the 1870s), is also important for our understanding, as it has shaped modern practices and 

intellectual traditions within the Sikh community. I will return to this modern movement later in 

the introduction. 

The Udasi samṅpardā (order) is said to be tied to the eldest son of Guru Nanak, Bābā Sri 

Chand, who lived from 1494-1630.23 Udasis claim to not reject the Sikh Gurus but place a 

greater importance on the thought and practices of Sri Chand. The word Udasi comes from a 

Sanskrit word “Udasin” which translates to "detached." This definition comes to life when one 

looks at the life of Sri Chand, who similarly to his father travelled and spread the message of 

Gurbani (Guru’s words); however, the Udasis tend to understand and teaching the message of 

the SGGS in Vedantic teachings. The Udasis are also different from the Khalsa (those that have 

been initiated with the “immortal nectar” or Amrit) regarding their maryādā (code of conduct) 

and dress.24 The Udasi garb changes quite dramatically even from Udasi to Udasi: some wear 

white, some saffron, while others wear matted hair and apply ashes to their bodies. The Udasis 

had an important role in preserving Sikhi25 and Gurdwaras after the tenth Guru, Guru Gobind 

Singh, passed. They were respected and supported by Maharaja Ranjit Singh by being given land 

grants and made responsible for many Gurdwaras.26 Generally speaking, this group has been 

pushed to the fringes since the Singh Sabha Movement; however, as Piara Singh Padam has said, 

“history has shown that the Udasis and Nirmalas preached gurmat (the Guru’s understanding) 

and that can never be forgotten.”27 

The Nirmala samparda is said to have been started by Guru Gobind Singh in the late 17th 

century. The Nirmalas were early missionaries who, like the Udasis, travelled and spread the 

message of the Guru; however, because of their background, the Nirmalas interpreted and 

 

23
 Piara Singh Padam, Sikh Sampardavli, 17 

24
 Harjot Oberoi, The Construction of Religious Boundaries: Culture, Identity, and Diversity in the Sikh Tradition. 

(Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 78–80. 
25

 The reason to call it Sikhi over Sikhism is because ism attempts to define and box in what Sikhs are. Sikhs have 

been fluid and unique (within Sikhi itself); there are often quite different approaches to Sikhi. For this reason, 

throughout the thesis, I will use the term Sikhi over Sikhism.  
26

 Pashaura Singh; Louis E. Fenech, The Oxford Handbook of Sikh Studies. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2014), 375–377.  
27

 Piara Singh Padam, Sikh Sampardavli, 31.  
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explained Sikh literature in Vedantic terms.28 It is said to have begun when a group of five Sikhs: 

Ram Singh, Bir Singh, Karm Singh, Gandha Singh and Saina Singh, were sent to Varanasi to 

learn Sanskrit, Hindu religious and Vedic texts (a small list of these texts will be shared later) 

with pandits there.29 Once these five Sikhs completed their education with the pandits, they came 

back to the Guru at Anandpur Sahib. There, they began teaching those Hindu and Vedic texts to 

students. The Nirmalas are well respected for their deep knowledge of not only the SGGS but 

also various other texts; their influence is seen across many Sikh spheres. For example, one 

particularly influential exegesis prepared by the Nirmalas is called the Faridkot Ṭīkā or 

commentary. Some notable traditional scholars that have been produced by the Nirmala 

samparda are Hardev Singh (author of Narayan Hari Updesh), Pandit Gurdev Singh (Gurmat 

Sidhant, Vedant Sidhant, et al.), Giani Gian Singh (Panth Parkash, Tvarikh Guru Khalsa, etc.), 

Pandit Gulab Singh (Bavrasamrit Granth, Mokh Panth, Prabodh Chandar Natak, Vairagshatak 

Tika,et al.), Harbans Singh Nirmal (Adhaytam Parkash) and many more.30 They have also 

influenced scholars from different schools of thought. The Nirmala maryada and dress is also 

distinct from that of the Khalsa, as they often wear saffron coloured clothes and some Nirmalas 

would not take khaṅde kī pauhul (Khalsa baptism) and wear the five K’s associated with the 

Khalsa initiation.31 It must be noted, however, that there are some Nirmalas who adhere more 

closely to Vedantic understandings, and others that use the lens of Gurbani to understand 

Vedantic teachings.32 On the other hand, Giani Balwant Singh Kotha Guru, in his history of the 

Nirmala tradition, describes how some Nirmalas even began wearing the five K’s and becoming 

amritdhārī (a term used for someone who has taken Khalsa initiation).33 The Nirmalas, like the 

Udasis, were pushed to the margins of Sikhi during the Singh Sabha Movement (see below);34 

 

28
 Ibid.  

29
 Purnima Dhavan, When Sparrows Became Hawks: The Making of the Sikh Warrior Tradition, 1699-1799. (New 

York: Oxford University Press,2011), 221.  
30

 Piara Singh Padam. Sikh Sampradavali. 69-70. 
31

 Kes (uncut hair), Kanga (wooden comb), Kirpan (dagger), Kara (metal bracelet) and Keshera (undergarment). 
32

 Kotha Guru, Giani Balwant Singh Nirmal Panth di Gaurav Gatha. (Amritsar: Singh Brothers, 2009).  
33

 Balwant Singh, Nirmal Paṅth dī Guarav Gāthā, p 15 
34

 W. H. McLeod, Historical Dictionary of Sikhism. (New York; New Delhi;: Oxford University Press, 2002) 148–

149. 
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however, in the present day there is more of an acceptance of the Nirmalas within Sikh circles 

and Gurdwaras. 

The Nihangs are known for being a samparda of warriors. Nihang is the Persian word for 

magarmash (crocodile). Another name for the Nihangs is the Akalis (the timeless ones). Some 

argue that the samparda was started during the time of the sixth Guru, Guru Hargobind, while 

others argue that it was started at the time of the tenth Guru, Guru Gobind Singh.35 Typically, the 

Nihangs are known for their fierceness in battle and keeping the traditions of the Guru’s army 

alive; however, for this thesis, I argue that the Nihangs have also contributed not only to shaster 

vidyā (knowledge of arms) but also to dharmic vidya (religious knowledge) as well.36 37 Many 

Nihang leaders and preachers, such as Akali Kaur Singh, Santa Singh, Giani Inderjit Singh 

Raqbewale, Giani Sher Singh, to name a few, have all contributed to Sikh literature and sermons 

(kathas). 

The Damdami Taksal is often called a “travelling university” that has birthed a great 

many scholars and kathāvachiks (deliverer of katha). It is said that when Guru Gobind Singh 

camped at Damdama Sahib, the Guru had the final version of the SGGS written by the first 

leader of the Damdami Taksal after Guru Gobind Singh, Baba Deep Singh. Deep Singh, along 

with forty-eight other Sikhs, are said to have learned the correct pronunciations and meanings of 

the SGGS.38 Two of the fifty-two, Baba Deep Singh and Bhai Mani Singh were tasked with 

passing on this knowledge, which is said to continue today. The Taksal has played an important 

role in the panth in educating the common folk. Traditionally, this is why the Taksal has put an 

effort towards doing katha and teaching in rural villages. 

The Singh Sabha movement was a colonial-period reformist movement that began in the 

1870s and aimed to restore Sikh values while rejecting beliefs and values from other religions. 

Arvind Mandair has argued that Bhai Vir Singh, along with other scholars, contributed to 

 

35
 Piara Singh Padam. Sikh Sampradavli. 99-100.  

36
 The Nihangs have an extremely rich history which has been detailed by Piara Singh Padam in his book Sikh 

Sampradavali.  
37

 There is more information available on the Nihangs through: Davinder Toor, In Pursuit of Empire : Treasures 

from the Toor Collection of Sikh Art (London: Kashi House, 2018). However, the book was not available to me at 

this time because of Covid-19. 
38

 https://www.damdamitaksal.com/history/leaders; also knowledge that has been shared by students of the Taksal.  

https://www.damdamitaksal.com/history/leaders
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creating and spreading a “monopolizing interpretation of Sikh tradition”39 and helped in 

establishing a new and distinct way of presenting the core teaching of the SGGS.40 As Mandair 

suggests, this has been seen as a homogenizing force, whereby some groups have been pushed to 

the fringes and nuanced approaches to Sikhi have been marginalized or lost.41 At the same time, 

multiple identities did proliferate in the period, as Anne Murphy has noted (2012: 128-9). The 

movement allowed for a more uniform approach to parchar (preaching) and an awareness about 

what it meant to be a Sikh within a highly polemical field in colonial India, in which religion was 

politicized. 

The abovementioned traditional schools of thought played a pivotal role in shaping who 

Sant Gurbachan Singh and Bhai Vir Singh were. These schools not only gave them a traditional 

education but they both were also deeply involved in these schools. Bhai Vir Singh is said to 

have spent time with the Nirmalas and this comes through in his exegesis of the Varan, which 

will be explored in detail in chapter one. He was also particularly influential in the Singh Sabha 

movement and is considered by many to be its leading figure. Sant Gurbachan Singh not only 

spent nearly his entire life with the Taksal, but he became one of the most influential Jathedārs 

(leaders) of the Taksal. His interpretations and methodologies in Katha are quite representative 

of the ideal that most current Taksal students try to achieve. Moreover, both Bhai Vir Singh and 

Sant Gurbachan Singh move beyond just their one school of thought. Not only did they create a 

web of connections among texts, but also among schools of thought and practice. As will be 

explored in the individual chapters, both Sant Gurbachan Singh and Bhai Vir Singh are heavily 

influenced by Vedantic thought; however, they move beyond this and tie it into gurmat. All of 

the above helps one understand Bhai Vir Singh’s and Sant Gurbachan Singh’s approaches to 

their exegeses because their goal in providing an explanation of the Varan was to make the text 

accessible to the panth and understand its connections to the SGGS (see more on this connection 

below). 

 

39
 Arvind-pal Singh Mandair, Religion and the Specter of the West: Sikhism, India, Postcoloniality, and the Politics 

of Translation. (New York: Columbia University Press, 2009), 647. 
40

 Ibid. 648 
41

 This is a view one sees in the work of Oberoi (1994) and McLeod (1989) 
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1.4 Panthic Historiography 

Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh do not only connect Bhai Gurdas to the SGGS. They 

also rely upon a range of what I call "panthik historiography" to create the intellectual and 

traditional framework for understanding Bhai Gurdas' compositions. For this thesis, the term 

"panthik historiorraphy" indicates a body of literature that has been widely accepted by Sikh 

traditional scholars as credible. This is not to argue whether or not these are in fact reliable and 

credible historical sources; rather, it is to understand that these texts serve as “sources of 

authority” for, and referred to frequently by, kathāvachiks—those who speak in Gurdwaras and 

provide exegesis of the Gurus' compositions. Understanding the texts that are being used by the 

kathāvachiks will help in understanding the texts that are influencing how concepts, 

philosophies, and histories are understood within and by the Sikh community. Some of these 

texts are said to be early eighteenth-century productions, while some of them are mid to late 

twentieth-century productions. 

Contemporary kathavachiks, such as Giani Pinderpal Singh,42 divide Sikh panthic 

historiographies into four categories: [“histories spoken by the Gurus”] ākhī, [“hagiographies ”] 

sākhī, [“plays of the Gurus”] bilās, and [“poetic life stories of the Gurus”] prakāsh. Akhi is 

history that has been recited by the Gurus’ themselves and appear as part of Gurbani. For 

example, the Bābur Bānī as recited by Guru Nanak, is a body of verses that detail Guru Nanak’s 

conversation with Mughal Emperor Babur. The move from akhi to the latter three can be 

explained through Anne Murphy’s understanding of the development of historical literature in 

Sikh tradition, where she states, “that the construction of history... is linked to the transition of 

the Sikh community at the death of the last living Guru whereby authority was invested in the 

canonical text (granth) and community (panth).”43 

Sākhī, literally translates to "story" and are a group of hagiographies. According to 

tradition, this body of texts is linked to a companion of Guru Nanak named Bhai Bālā, and 

describe the life of Guru Nanak in prose. This group of texts consist of Bhai Bala’s 

 

42
 Giani Pinderpal Singh is a kathavachik, often said to be the modern-day Bhai Vir Singh, due to his profound 

impact on the global Sikh community.   
43

 Murphy, Anne. The Materiality of the Past: History and Representation in Sikh Tradition. (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2012), 1. 
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Janamsakhi’s (1525), Meharbān’s Janamsakhi (before 1630), Shahīd Bhai Mani Singh’s 

Janamsakhi (1644-1738), and Puratan Jamasākhi (1588) which was published by Bhai Vir 

Singh through Khalsa Samāchār in 1926. These texts cover the life of Guru Nanak through the 

eyes of his companions, Bhai Bala and Bhai Mardana. This group of texts are best defined as 

hagiographies.44  Most often the Bhai Bala Janamsakhi is referred to by kathāvachiks when 

referencing details of Guru Nanak.45 

Bilās, translates to "play" or "sport.”46 In particular, bilas refers mainly to two verse texts: 

the Gurblias Patshahi Chevīṅ (Six; anonymous author, 1718) and Gurblias Patshahi Dasvīṅ 

(Ten, Kuir Singh, 1751). These two texts cover the lives of the sixth and tenth Gurus, Guru 

Hargobind and Guru Gobind Singh, respectively. They describe the Guru in history, and the 

community around the Guru, within time and space.47 Bilas literature also extends beyond these 

two texts. For example, Gursobha by Kavi (poet) Sainapati (1701-1708), Sevarām Udasi’s 

parche (notes), Sao Sākhi by Baba Ram Kaur Ji (1724), Mehma Parkash Granth by Baba Kripal 

Das Bhalla (1741), and Baṅsāvlī Nāmā Kesar Singh Chibbar (mentioned earlier, ca. 1769). 

Prakash refers to two texts known as Sūraj Prakāsh (mentioned earlier, by Kavi Santokh 

Singh, 1843) and Paṅth Prakāsh (by Rattan Singh Bhangu, 1809-1841). The Suraj Prakash 

illuminates all ten Gurus’ lives in poetic form and gives ample detail about each of one, as well 

as the community formed around them.48 Panth Prakash looks to shine a light on the formation 

of the panth or the community after Guru Gobind Singh’s passing. There are a few more texts 

that are included in this genre, which includes: Gur- Nanak Parkash and Suraj Parkash by 

Mahakavi (great poet) Bhai Santokh Singh, Panth Parkash, Panth Parkash (Giani Gian Singh, 

1880) and Tavārīkh Guru Khalsa (Giani Gian Singh, 1861). These texts look to move beyond the 

last human Guru towards an understanding of the community in the post-living-Guru period, the 

granth (text) and panth (community). Gur-Nanak Prakash is of interest for this thesis because 

 

44
 Grewal, Harjeet. “Philosophical Transgression and Self Cultivation in the Purātan Janamsākhī: Bhāī Vīr Singh 

and Modern Sikh Reading Practices.” Sikh Formations 16 (2020): 1.  
45

 This is controversial as some believe the Purtan Janamsakhi to be the earliest and most accurate representation of 

Guru Nanank. To read more on the Janamsakhi tradition one could refer to Simran Jeet Singh’s dissertation The Life 

o f the Puratan Janam sakhi: Tracing the Earliest Memories of Guru Nanak.  
46 Anne Murphy The Materiality of the Past, chapter 3. 
47

 Murphy, Anne. "History in the Sikh Past." History and Theory 46, no. 3 (2007): 352. 
48

 Anne Murphy The Materiality of the Past, chapter 4. 
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both Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh make references to the stories told in both the 

Gur-Nanak Prakash and the Janamsakhis, as will be discussed in the chapters that follow. 

There are many more texts that do not specifically fall into these four categories. These 

are generally more modern texts that include but are not limited to Bhai Vir Singh’s writings 

such as Guru Nanak Chamtkār (1935), Srī Kalgīdhar Chamtkar (1925) and Bhai Kahn Singh’s 

Mahānkosh (1927) and more.49 50 Some of these texts include critical editions of the earlier 

mentioned texts and some of them are new renditions of history, like the Chamatkar series by 

Bhai Vir Singh. There was a lot of literature that was produced in the 20th century that 

reformulated traditional stories for new audiences. The Singh Sabha Movement inspired this 

activity, as it pushed for a new, more defined way of understanding Sikhi. 

Alongside the historical texts mentioned above, students of the traditional schools would 

then often learn eight granths (texts) that were translated into Punjabi from Sanskrit by the 

Nirmalas. These granths influenced how one understood concepts within the Sri Guru Granth 

Sahib and other Sikh texts; at the same time, the granths were typically understood through a 

gurmat (Guru’s understanding) lens. These texts included, Saruktavali, Chanakya Rajneeti, 

Bhavrasamrit, Vichar Mala, Parbodh Chandar Natak, Adhyatam Parkash, Vichar Chandrodya, 

Vichar Sagar and Hanuman Natak. These texts were translated into Punjabi by the Nirmalas and 

generally espouse Vedantic ideas that help one understand ideas within the SGGS. A central idea 

that runs through these texts is Aham Brahm Asmi, which loosely translates to "I am God” or “I 

am the cosmos." The rest of the above mentioned granths expand on this idea with more and 

more details and complexity depending on the level of the granths. 

Another category that is often neglected yet is a crucial component of the transference of 

knowledge is the oral tradition that is deeply embedded in Sikhi. Knowledge or gian is passed 

through granths, Tikas and more; however, as I have learned as a student myself in the tradition, 

more importance is placed on teachings that are not in written form. They come in verbal and 

unwritten form. The oral tradition is an important part of the Traditional Sikh schools mentioned 

above, as information is most often transferred verbally. For example, when one is learning the 

 

49
 Giani Sher Singh, Crucial literary resources used to understand Sikhi. 2018.  

50
 This list of books comes from an audio recording by Giani Sher Singh where he shares this list with the sangat 

and also self knowledge of the tradition. 
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correct pronunciations of Gurbani or saṅthiyā, it is extremely uncommon to see a student take 

notes. Doing so is even discouraged by most teachers because the students are told to memorize 

what they have learned so that they are not dependant on their notes. 

However, the oral tradition is not a standalone tradition. It often interacts with and 

depends on the panthik literature. Traditional scholars, like Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan 

Singh cite these oral traditions in their introductions to their exegeses, but also relate their work 

more broadly to panthic historiographies. It is important to understand that 

a kathavachik generally does not directly cite his sources, in oral exegesis. However, texts, and 

ideas from the texts, are very clearly present. An important part of the oral katha tradition is the 

backstories (uthanikā) that are told these are typically drawn from the above-mentioned texts; 

however, are not limited to them. These stories are said to be the backstory of a particular 

passage in the SGGS or in this case the Varan. In Sant Gurbachan Singh’s katha, one can hear 

him reference numerous texts, as will be shown through the examples in Chapter 

three. However, these connections are being made within the limitations of katha. Typically, 

a kathavachik in the oral setting of the Gurdwara is restricted by the sangat’s (congregation’s) 

ability to understand the concepts that are being explained. In most instances, the sangat consists 

of village folk who are limited in their understanding of concepts, ideas or stories that are being 

shared by a kathavachik. For this reason, the concepts, ideas or sakhis need to be explained to 

the sangat in simple and digestible terms. Because of this, a kathavachik cannot delve into 

extensive details. The goal for a katha is for the ideas to be understandable and practical, 

something the congregation can implement in their lives. The other limiting factor is that 

typically a kathavachik only has at most about an hour per session of katha.51 

All of these texts and traditions, I will argue here, have been used to understand, explain, 

and analyze the compositions of Bhai Gurdas. Texts, like the Janamsakhis and Gurblias literature 

create an opportunity to understand who Bhai Gurdas was and also a way to understand, at times, 

the stories that Bhai Gurdas may be referring to. Oral traditions within the various schools of 

 

51
 This was and still is, at times, the norm, but of course, one will see katha sessions that are either as short as 30 

minutes or even as long as two or even three hours long. those are typically places where there is also keertan 

happening alongside the katha, which is an entire genre of its own and we will simply not have the time research and 

explain this within this thesis. 
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thought look to explain and analyze Bhai Gurdas’ works. All of these constitute a way of 

understanding Bhai Gurdas’ work as holding the title of the ‘key to the SGGS’. 

1.5 Rethinking the “Kunji” status of Bhai Gurdas’ Vārāṅ 

The status of Bhai Gurdas' work as the kunji to the SGGS has been challenged in recent 

scholarship. Rahuldeep Singh Gill, in his 2016 book, Drinking From Love's Cup: Surrender and 

Sacrifice in the Vars of Bhai Gurdas Bhalla, has recently argued that the Varan cannot hold the 

title of the “key to the treasure chest” because all Varan and Kabits were written after the shahīdī 

of Guru Arjun. Gill argues that the Varan are therefore all underlaid with the idea of shahidī or 

sacrifice and are not fundamentally nor centrally "about" the SGGS. Gill’s argument is 

problematic for several reasons. Firstly, Gill’s translations are problematic because he takes 

liberty in extending the meanings of both words and entire lines in the Varan to accord with his 

view of what their subject matter should be. Secondly, the message of the Varan is entirely 

consistent with that of the SGGS overall, not just with the idea of martyrdom. So, in content, the 

Varan are more strongly tied to the content of the SGGS than Gill’s argument allows.  Lastly, as 

I will argue below, Bhai Gurdas was in the process of writing the Varan well before the shahidī. 

We can see this in the way some of the Varan and Kabit Savaaiye have arguably been written in 

front of the Guru, which can be understood through reading both the texts. 

Firstly, Gill often takes liberty in extending the meaning of vars to fit his frame of 

interpretation; some examples of this phenomenon are given below. His word to word 

translations are deeply problematic. For example, he translates the word gāḍī rāh as “royal 

road”52 a word that typically refers to a “path that has been carved out by passing horses attached 

with carriages” or carriage road. There is no indication that this word is tied to something 

“royal.” There are other and worse mistranslations that need mention. In one example, 

Rahuldeep Singh translates par darbai, which means “another’s wealth,” as “another’s wife”53 

(var 12: paudi 4), entirely distorting the meaning of the original line. Rahuldeep Singh translates 

this verse as,  “I take all ill for him who covets not another’s wife.”54 Whereas, the Bhai Gurdas 

 

52
 Rahuldeep Singh Gill, Drinking from Love’s Cup, 88.  

53
 Ibid, 113. 

54
 Ibid, 113.  
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line should read as, “I am a sacrifice to one that does not touch another’s wealth.” There are 

countless other examples where Rahuldeep Singh has taken liberty in extending the meanings of 

words past what they should be defined as. 

A larger issue, however, is how he forcefully introduces the idea of shahidī into Bhai 

Gurdas’ vars. This is done in conjunction with the changing of the meaning of words along with 

reading into the entire paudi through his own perspective.In the following example, I will first 

share Rahuldeep Singh’s translation of part of Vār 30, a vār referring to each collection of 

ballads with the Varan containing 41 collections. Following this, I present my own corrected 

translation, made with reference to Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh’s exegeses, and 

include the original text following that. Rahuldeep Singh translates Bhai Gurdas as follows: 

To die in battle for his master means a soldier is worth his salt.  

Slicing heads in battle makes him a warrior amongst warriors.  

The woman he leaves behind has powers to grant boons and to curse.  

Generations revere him and his whole clan benefits. The one who dies 

In the heat of battle is like the one who sings the shabad at the ambrosial dawn.  

Entering the saints’ society, he kills selfishness and dies to himself.  

To die in battle and to be a martyr [satī] is the way of the perfect Gurmukh path! 

By True faith one finds the true Guru. (30.14)55 

The reader can see that Gill’s translation implies the passage is suggesting literal martyrdom 

(shahidī). Bhai Gurdas, however, is not discussing an actual warrior but comparing “one’s true 

self,” the form of the One, to a dedicated warrior. Including the lead line makes this clear and 

gives the passage a different sense. I translate the same passage as follows: 

Truth, the true Sikh, the true Guru: 

True is the one who, [like a warrior] true to the salt of his master,56 dies fighting on 

the battlefield. 

 

55
 Ibid, 245.  

56
 This idiom is a reference to loyalty as opposed to being worthy, as Gill has suggested.  
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One who beheads great warriors with one’s weapon, [the true one] is recognized as 

the greatest warrior among warriors. 

The widowed woman that is left behind, is capable of granting boons and curses. 

Sons and grandsons are praised, the whole family is honored.  

One who dies fighting in time of need, is like the time of the ambrosial hours when 

one sings the praises.57  

Going to the holy congregation and killing one’s ego and eradicating the self. 

Dying while fighting and becoming a sacrifice (satī), the path of the gurmukh 

[Guru-centered; one facing the Guru] is glorious.58      

Through true faith one can recognize the True saint. 14. 

s`c, s`cw is`K, s`cw gurU 

lUxu swihb dw KwiekY rx AMdir liV mrY su jwpY[ 

isr vFY hQIAwru kir vrIAwmw vrIAwmu is\wpY[ 

iqsu ipCY jo iesqrI Qip QyeI dy vrY srwpY[ 

poqY puq vfIrIAin prvwrY swDwru prwpY[ 

vKqY aupir liV mrY AMimRq vylY sbdu AlwpY[ 

swDsMgiq ivic jwiekY haumY mwir mrY Awpu AwpY[ 

liV mrxw qY sqI hoxu gurmuiK pMQu pUrx prqwpY[ 

sic isdk sc pIru pCwpY ]14] 

Bhai Gurdas is talking about the gurmukh (one facing the Guru) arming herself with the sword of 

humility and eradicating the self. Bhai Gurdas is evidently speaking to the glory of those that 

follow the path of the Guru and can recognise the One. This is emphasized by Bhai Gurdas’ 

arrangement of the lines, in which typically the takeaway message of the passage is placed at the 

end. As seen through this passage, the central idea here is pachānanā pCwnxw, the ability to 

recognize, which comes through true faith while facing the Guru. Gill takes liberty in changing 

the definition of satī as martyr. Though these two words can in extension be understood as these, 

they should not be translated as such. By taking the liberty of extending the meaning of these 

 

57
 Another way of understanding this line is that a warrior who dies in the early hours of the day fighting against 

laziness or the 5 vices (lust, anger, greed, attachment, ego) while singing praises, (in extension) is a great warrior.  
58

 Satī in this line is not referring to the practice of satī rather it is a gesture towards sacrifice of the self.  
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words, Gill is able to extrapolate that Bhai Gurdas is directly referring to Guru Arjun’s shahidī. 

However, I would suggest that satī be translated either becoming the truth (sat) or as a reference 

to the satī tradition. Bhai Gurdas is not condoning the act, rather he is referring to the state of 

mind one must be in to become a satī—eradicating the idea of the self.  Bhai Gurdas brings this 

to the forefront when he mentions a warrior dying in battle being equivalent to one waking up in 

the early morning- both of which require sacrifice of the self.  The seventh line stands apart in 

Gill’s translation where he translates satī as “martyr,” rather than keeping with the general tone 

of the var of recognizing the Guru and sacrificing the metaphysical self. 

Here it is important to consider my second point: that the content of the Vars is consistent 

with the content for the SGGS overall, not just with the idea of martyrdom. For example, Bhai 

Gurdas incorporates the teachings of the Gurus directly into his compositions. He mentions, for 

example, key Sikh practices numerous times: waking up before sunrise, bathing and sitting in 

remembrance of the one. Bhai Gurdas shows that not only did he receive this teaching but that he 

understood it. Just to give a few examples of this, Bhai Gurdas writes in 6:3, 

Getting up at the ambrosial hour of morning the Sikhs bathe in the river. 

By putting their mind in the unfathomable God through deep concentration, they 

remember Guru, the God by reciting Japu (Ji).  

AMimRq vyly auiT kY jwie AMdir drIAwie nHvMdy [ 

shij smwiD AgwiD ivic iek min hoie gur jwpu jpMdy [ 

Then Bhai Gurdas also writes in the twelfth Var and in the second verse, 

I am a sacrifice unto those Gursikhs who get up in the last quarter of night. 

I am a sacrifice unto those Gursikhs who get up in the ambrosial hours, and bathe in 

the holy tank. 

I am a sacrifice unto those Gursikhs who remember the Lord with single devotion. 

I am sacrifice unto those Gursikhs also who go to the holy congregation and sit 

there 

kurbwxI iqnHW gurisKW ipCl rwqI auiT bhMdy  

kurbwxI iqnHW gurisKW AMimRq vylY sir nwvMdy [ 

kurbwxI iqnHW gurisKW hoie iek min gur jwpu jpMdy [ 
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kurbwxI iqnHW gurisKW swDsMgiq cil jwie juVMdy [ 

Then finally, Bhai Gurdas in Vār 12.16, writes, 

(the Guru) affirmed, the Name, charitable giving, bathing and that the One is met 

through the congregation on the path59 during the ambrosial hours. 

nwm dwnu iesnwnu idRV swDsMgiq imil AMimRq vylw [ 

One can see countless examples of Bhai Gurdas’ own writings reflecting the ideas, tropes 

and analogies of the Guru, linking his text directly to the ideas, practices and compositions of the 

Gurus. Bhai Gurdas' work, from its content, can therefore not be understood but in relation to 

that of the Gurus. In the earlier passage where Bhai Gurdas compares the efforts and 

achievements of a warrior who dies in battle to a devoted practitioner who performs daily 

morning practice and one who gathers with the community to praise and reflect on the One; just 

as the warrior is praised, so should the devoted practitioner be praised. 

Lastly, Bhai Gurdas was in the process of writing the Varan well before the shahidi of 

Guru Arjun. We can see this in the way some of the Varan and Kabit Savaaiye quite clearly have 

been written in front of the Guru, which can be understood through reading both the texts. Gill 

does not account for the Vars that are very clearly not about the Shahidi of Guru Arjun. For 

example, the first Var talks entirely about the creation of the world, the world before Guru 

Nanak, and about Guru Nanak himself. This demonstrates that not all the Vars are only about the 

martyrdom of Guru Arjun. Moreover, to suggest that Bhai Gurdas wrote all his writings in the 

last thirty years of his life and suddenly found a passion to write after the martyrdom of Guru 

Arjun is a stretch. It can be argued that in the last thirty years of Bhai Gurdas’ life he would have 

been consumed by the martyrdom of Guru Arjun, Guru Hargobind ascending to the throne and 

continuing to preach. With that in mind, it seems a near impossible task for Bhai Gurdas to have 

recited all his verses prior to the martyrdom. 

There are also many verses in the Varan where it is evident that Bhai Gurdas is speaking 

and writing as if Guru Arjun is present. He does not use the past tense and there is no reference 

to the martyrdom in Vār 24.19, that is dedicated to Guru Arjun. Bhai Gurdas writes: 

 

59
 Typically, swDsMgiq is translated as holy congregation; however, looking at the first half of that word, sādh, it can 

be best translated as those that are correcting themselves.  
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He is the storehouse of gurbani and remains absorbed in musical praises and 

sermon (of the Lord). 

He allows the fountain of unstruck melody to flow and remains immersed in the 

nectar of perfect love. 

Duin Anhid inJru JrY pUrn pRyim AimE rs mqw[ 

swDsMgiq hY guru sBw rqn pdwrQ vxj shqw[ 

It is evident through these lines that Bhai Gurdas is writing as if Guru Arjun is present. If these 

lines were written after the martyrdom of Guru Arjun, Bhai Gurdas very well could have written 

that the Guru was absorbed or that he allowed; however, Bhai Gurdas writes in the present tense. 

The connections between Bhai Gurdas’ text and other texts become clear through both 

the exegeses examined here. When one understands that these connections are being through the 

constraints of orality and literary genre, the connections in Bhai Gurdas’ work become apparent. 

As one listens to Sant Gurbachan Singh’s katha and reads Bhai Vir Singh’s Tika and sees the 

connections, it becomes clear that both Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh are arguing 

through their works that Bhai Gurdas also saw and drew these connections. 

1.6 Conclusion 

Bhai Vir Singh's and Sant Gurbachan Singh’s kathas, and the connections they draw among 

texts, rely upon the perception of the connection between Bhai Gurdas' text and that of the 

SGGS. By arguing that Bhai Gurdas’ own text, the Varan, are simply a result of the shahīdī or 

martyrdom of the 5th Guru, Rahuldeep Singh Gill ignores these complex intertextual 

connections. Bhai Gurdas’ work should not and cannot be limited to a limited, decontextualized 

reading, as Rahuldeep Gill has suggested. Just because Bhai Gurdas’ work at times focuses on 

shahidi in some of his vars, it does not mean that it is not linked to the SGGS and arguably 

shahidi is not the sole focus of those vars. Also, one must consider that the vast majority of vars 

do not focus on the shahidi. An interpretation of the Varan only in relation to shahidi is a 

disservice to not only Bhai Gurdas but also the interpretations (Tikas and kathas) that have 

looked to interpret, understand and explain the Varan, of which Bhai Vir Singh's and Sant 

Gurbachan Singh's works represent important examples. 
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In the early twentieth century, there was a resurgence in interest in Bhai Gurdas and work 

to translate, explain and teach both the Varan and Kabit Saayavie. These readings and teachings 

were influenced by what traditional scholars were being taught and then preaching to the Sikh 

sangat, and Bhai Gurdas' two texts were taught with attention to both santhiyā (that is, correct 

pronunciation) and their arth (meanings) within the various traditional schools of thought. As 

one can see from the writings of Bhai Vir Singh and the oral kathā of Sant Gurbachan Singh, this 

resurgence has had a last impact on the Sikh community, as both the writings and kathas are 

extremely popular among the sangat. 

The remainder of this thesis, in the following two chapters, will look at how Bhai Vir 

Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh stake out the claims and relationships among the Varan, SGGS 

and other texts. Chapter one will look at Bhai Vir Singh’s commentary of the Varan in detail and 

Chapter two will look at Sant Baba Gurbachan Singh Khalsa’s recorded kathā. The thesis 

concludes with consideration of the significance of this work. The importance and meaning of 

the two scholars will be discussed in each of the two central chapters and the argument will be 

made that these interpreters have seen Bhai Gurdas as the key to the treasure chest by 

understanding Bhai Gurdas’ message as a continuation of the SGGS. This continuity is 

understood through the explanations given through Bhai Vir Singh’s Stīks (translations), and 

Sant Baba Gurbachan Singh Khalsa’s recorded kathā or sermon. This allows us to understand 

how exactly the kathāvachiks (preachers) convey the message of the Guru, through a web of 

texts that comprise the historical tradition of the Sikh panth, which, as Anne Murphy has shown, 

has been a vital and primary articulation point for Sikh intellectual tradition.60 

The goal of the thesis is to move beyond Bhai Gurdas' text itself, and to understand how 

it has been interpreted and understood in the Sikh intellectual community. These two thinkers, 

Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh Bhindranwale, allow us to understand, in preliminary 

terms, how Bhai Gurdas’ works were understood, received and promulgated. In a sense, meaning 

how did Bhai Gurdas’ works impact the formation of a Sikh. This, in turn, allows us to 

understand gurmat, and what it entails, both in the eyes of Bhai Gurdas, and his interpreters. This 

is really the only way to understand how and why Bhai Gurdas' works act as the "key" to the 

 

60
 Anne Murphy The Materiality of the Past: History and Representation in Sikh Tradition (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2012).  
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Gurus’ words and ideas. Even though the works of Bhai Gurdas, the Varan and Kabit Savaaiye 

Bhai Gurdas, are no longer widely performed and understood within Sikh homes, Gurdwaras 

and even schools, Bhai Gurdas’ Varan and Kabit Savaaiye have historically played an integral 

role in the formation of Sikh education and intellectual life. In order to understand how the texts 

were performed and practiced, and to understand the texts themselves more fully, it is important 

to look at them in the context of the larger tradition that they comprise, within the larger tradition 

of parchār (preaching). If these texts were the "key" to the Gurus' words and ideas, then it is 

crucial that we understand how they acted in this fashion over time in the construction of the 

Sikh tradition. 
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Chapter 2: Bhai Vir Singh’s Written Exegesis 

 

The relationship between texts is best thought of not as an exchange or a unidirectional line, but 

instead as an intricate web that joins multiple texts, in conversation. This is exactly how Bhai Vir 

Singh’s commentary (tika) relates to Bhai Gurdas Ji’s Varan because not only does Bhai Vir 

Singh draw connections between the Varan and the SGGS but he also forms connections 

between his commentary and other panthic historiographies. The same can be said about the 

relationship among the passages within the Varan, with the Sri Guru Granth Sāhib. Further, 

exploration of Bhai Vir Singh’s exegesis shows that the connections among texts are even more 

complex than stated above. For example, there is a connection between the interpretations of the 

Varan, the Varan themselves, the SGGS, and many other spiritual texts (Dharmik Atai Atmik 

Granth, Dwrimk Aqy Awqimk grMQ)61. These numerous intertextual connections impact not only 

how such text are not only written but also how they are read. 

As briefly introduced earlier, Bhai Vir Singh’s exegesis of the Varan was a project that 

was undertaken by his maternal grandfather, Giani Hazara Singh (1828-1908) As will be seen in 

Chapter One, Bhai Vir Singh credits his grandfather with the exegesis, even though Bhai Vir 

Singh had it published later, after Hazara Singh’s death in 1911. To clarify, according to the 

preface written in the Varan by Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Vir Singh and his grandfather (Giani 

Hazara Singh) co-authored the exegesis. I speculate that this exegesis is likely largely a product 

of his own work because as Anne Murphy has noted, Bhai Vir Singh was known as an active 

editor who made emendations in the works he edited.62 BSV understood the Varan to be the key 

to the SGGS and his commentary (tika), established those connections. His commentary 

functions in some ways as a kind of translation, but also as more than that, as a Tika draws 

additional parallels and is generally for an educated audience. A tikīkākār (writer of a Tika) has 

the opportunity to go into more detail on connections and references, when compared to an oral 

 

61
 Meaning texts that help one on the spiritual path and others that enlighten one about the soul. For example, 

Sārkutāvlī is a spiritual or religious text and Adhiyātmak Parkāsh is a text about the soul.  
62

 Anne Murphy, The Materiality of the Past History and Representation in the Sikh Tradition (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2013), 122. 
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exegesis. There are fewer limitations or restraints, whether that is in terms of time, space or even 

in the reader’s ability to understand, and the written format allows one to explicitly reference 

other texts. 

Bhai Vir Singh first opens the tika (exegesis) with a preface where he writes a plea (bentī): 

Bhai Gurdas’ Varan have been given an esteemed title within the Sikhs and older 

Sikhs recognized this key to SGGS Ji. This bānī is written in the vernacular but 

because of time some of it is becoming old (difficult), for this reason, many 

teachings are being lost. Secondly, this bani contains understandings about 

Gursikhi63 which (open up) a treasure chest of knowledge for the soul and from that 

one gains knowledge to understand Gurbani.64 So, it was important to open those 

understandings through layperson Punjabi while also giving some word-to-word 

definitions and understandings of the material. For this reason, Giani Hazara Singh, 

Pandit Ji, who was a great scholar and an esteemed Samṅpardāik Giānī,65 his last 

service was to prepare and complete. Even though he completed the exegesis he 

bestowed the service of proofreading the exegesis. After completing that, they had it 

printed on behalf of my name. Some parts they printed themselves but 

unfortunately, they were not able to see the final printed edition. 

Amritsar,   

August 1, 1911 

BweI gurdws jI dIAW vwrW is`KW iv`c pRmwxIk bwxI dI pdvI r`KdIAW hn Aqy snwqn 
isKW iv`c ies nUM sRI guru gRMQ swihb jI dI kuMjI AwiKAw krdy sn[ies bwxI dI bolI 
TyT pMjwbI hY, pr smyN dy vtIx krky kuJ purwxI ho rhI hY, ies krky Anyk pdW dy 
ArQ guMm ho rhy sn, dUsry ies bwxI iv`c gur is`KI dy Eh Byq hn ik Awqm ivdXw dw 
BwrI ^zwnw hn[ qy aunHW qoN gurbwxI smJx ivc shwieqw imldI hY[ so aunHW ByqW nUM 
TyT bolI iv`c Kohl ky d`sxw vI pd pdwrQW dI gXwq krwaux dy nwl zrUrI sI[ies 
krky gXwnI hzwrw isMG pMfq jI ny, jo bVy lwiek ivdvwn sn Aqy gurbwxI dy pRis`D 
mu`K sMpRdweI igAwnI sn[Awpxy jIvn dI AwKrI syvw vjoN ieh tIkw iqAwr kIqw[jo 
smwpq krky sRI jI ny BwvW dI syvw Ar pRbMD dI kuJ pVqwl dws dy spurd krky 
AwpxI jIauNdy jI ies nUM spurn krky Cpxy nim`q pRYs nUM dy idqw[kuC Prmy Cpy Awp ny 
vyKy sn, pr Sok! ik swrI CpI dw drSn nhI kr sky[  

 

63
 The Guru’s path, in other words how one should live their life in accordance to what the Guru has said.  

64
 Note the difference between Bani and Gurbani, Bhai Vir Singh understands that the work of Bhai Gurdas is held 

in high regard but it is not given the same title as Gurbani- The Guru’s word.  
65

 Samṅpardā means as given to by your elders, one passes on and Giānī means one who has knowledge 
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AMimRqsr,  

Agsq 1, 1911 

In this preface, Bhai Vir Singh explains his approach to exegesis. Firstly, one can understand that 

even in the time of Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas Ji’s Varan were given the title of being the 

“key” or kuñjī to understanding the SGGS. This is important to see, given that Rahuldeep Singh 

Gill argued that the text does should not be given this title: Bhai Vir Singh's acceptance of this 

title demonstrates that it has played an essential role in how the Varan is understood in the Sikh 

realm. Bhai Vir Singh deemed it important to write an exegesis of Bhai Gurdas’ Varan; clearly, 

he saw the importance of the text. What elevates this text to an even higher status is that Bhai Vir 

Singh also did exegeses of a handful of gurbānīāṅ (plural of gurbānī; the Guru’s utterances) 

such as: Japjī Sāhib (an important liturgical prayer), nitnem (daily prayers),66 aṅaṅt bāniā (a list 

of prayers that are fairly commonly read; literally translating to countless prayers), as well as 

Bhai Gurdas’ Varan. This gives an elevated status to the Varan. Bhai Vir Singh also points out in 

the text cited above that texts like the Varan are being lost, due to lack of understanding and 

exposure. Secondly, Bhai Vir Singh’s approach to the exegesis was meant to give the panth the 

tools necessary to understand the Varan and at the same time his teacher’s (Giani Hazara Singh) 

and his understandings of the Varan. 

Bhai Vir Singh’s approach to translating Bhai Gurdas’ Varan is transparent and 

systematic. Bhai Vir Singh begins with laying out the Var in the centre of the page and then 

provides a word-by-word translation of, for example, words that are either difficult to understand 

or that he wants to bring attention to. As for the translations themselves, Bhai Vir Singh is 

reasonably straightforward and seems to stick as close to the text as possible. This line-by-line 

translation is numbered and listed as arth (meaning). Words that are not in the text and are words 

he thinks are implied, he inserts into the translation using brackets. He then gives his 

commentary, which is listed bhav-arth (sense). Where necessary, Bhai Vir Singh introduces 

relatable lines from the SGGS. He also uses footnotes, where more information that is not 

directly related to the translations is included. Lastly, at the end of each translation, Bhai Vir 

 

66
 Such as the 5 that are read in the morning- JapJī Sahib, Jaap Sahib, Tvaparsad Savaīay, Chaupai Sahib, Anand 

Sahib- Shabad Hazare, Rehrās Sāhib, Kīrtan Sohilā and Ardās 
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Singh ties in the current paudi (literally meaning “step,” but can be understood as stanza), to the 

next and how it may relate to the next one as well. 

In this chapter, where applicable, I will begin with an English translation of the Bhai 

Gurdas line done by myself followed by a translation of the Bhai Vir Singh Punjabi commentary 

into English done by myself. This will be followed by writing Bhai Gurdas Ji’s banī in Punjabi, 

followed by Bhai Vir Singh commentary written in Punjabi. 

2.1 Bhai Vir Singh's Commentary 

It is evident through Bhai Vir Singh’s commentary (tika) that he is very well educated on many 

levels. For example, as explained through his preface, he understands the need for his 

commentary to be understandable in everyday language but also understands the need to dive 

deeper where needed—again, examples will be given below. It is abundantly clear that Bhai Vir 

Singh understands Vedant (understanding of the Vedas), a body of knowledge prevalent in the 

Nirmala sampardāi. As mentioned in the introduction, the influence of the Nirmala school of 

thought is clear in his work, through his education. 

Looking at the beginning of the text, Bhai Vir Singh opens with a maṅgalcharan 

(invocation) directed to his Guru—it is worth noting this means both Guru Nānak and Gianī 

Hazārā Singh. This is a long-standing tradition not only within the Sikhs but also more broadly 

in South Asia. Guru Nanak, for example, opens with an invocation through the Mūl Maṅtar67 

(Root Mantra) and so too does Bhai Gurdas in the Varan. 

Bhai Vir Singh explains that an invocation ties the text together in an organic whole, 

comparing it to the way that water, poured on the roots of a true, can reach the rest of the tree 

because all of it is tied to the root. In this way, Bhai (Gurdas) Sahib Ji accepting the SatGuru68 

(True Guru) recites Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji as gurdyv (Human form of the True Being)69 while 

bowing to Guru Nanak. So, the tika begins: 

 

67
 From Ik Oankar Satnām Karta Purkh all the way to Nanak Hosi Bhī Sach 

68
 A reference to the primal one  

69
 Bhai Kahn Singh Nabha, Mahankosh, online database: Gurdev (in Punjabi), March 6, 2020,  

https://www.searchgurbani.com/mahan-kosh/view   
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I bow before the Guru (Guru Nanak Dev) who recited the Satnam mantra (for the 

world). 

Getting (the creatures) across the world ocean, He raptly merged them in liberation. 

[Bhai Vir Singh’s commentary:] 

(I) bow to the illuminated form- Guru Nanak Dev- the one that allowed 

(us) to hear the Satnām Mantar. 

(All should understand the benefit of this, in that it will) take one out of the 

world ocean (where one can be lost) and merge (with the one) while being a 

living liberated one 

 

nmskwru gurdyv ko siqnwmu ijsu mMqRü suxwieAw[ 

Bvjl ivcoN kiF kY mukiq pdwriQ mwih smwieAw[  

gurdyv- guru nwnk dyv- (myrI) nmskwr hovy ‘siqnwm dw ijs ny mqMR suxwieAw hY[  

(ies dw Pl ieh ik mMnx hwirAw nMU) sMswr smMudr (ivKy ruVy jwx) qoN kF̀ky mukiq 

pdwrQ (khIey, jIvn mukqI) ivc smw idqw[ 

In the first two lines written by Bhai Gurdas, Bhai Vir Singh conveys that Guru Nanak is the 

illuminated form, that saves and liberates a being. As we will see through the examples, Bhai Vir 

Singh emphasizes the idea of recognizing the true Guru- as he does in the second line. This is 

central, as he seems to come back to this idea multiple time, suggesting that one must be able to 

distinguish between truth and falseness. Bhai Vir Singh then moves through the rest of Bhai 

Gurdas’ lines explaining each line in simple terms. 

The fear of birth and death is destroyed and the sickness of delusion the sickness of 

doubt and separation. 

The world is only illusion which carried with it much of birth, death and sufferings. 

The fear of the death’s stick is not dispelled and the fallen ones have wasted their 

lives 

[Bhai Vir Singh’s commentary:] 

The fear of birth and death is eradicated; the illusion of disease and 

separation is also erased. 
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This world is the very form of illusion and birth, death and other pains are 

within this world. 

The pain of the messengers of death cannot be escaped; in this way, the 

fallen ones70 or impure beings have wasted the treasure (padārth) [that is 

their lives]. 

 

jnm mrx Bau kitAw sMsw rogu ivXogu imtwieAw[ 

sMsw iehu sMswru hY jnm mrn ivic duKu sbwieAw[  

jmdMfu isrON n auqrY swkiq durjn jnmu gvwieAw[ 

[BweI vIr isMG jI smJwauNdy ny] 

jnm mrx dw fr dUr ho igAw, rog qy ivXog dw sMsw bI p`qRw hoieAw[  

ieh sMswr sMsy dw rUp hY, jnm mrx Awid swry d`uK (iesy) ivc hn[ 

Bhai Vir Singh very briefly gestures towards ideas in panthik literature, such as impure beings; 

however, he quickly moves on from those without much detail and explanation. For example, the 

mentioning of sakats and then impure beings (durjans),71 is a reference to other Nirmala 

literature, such as the Sārkutāvlī written by Pandi Hardial, which explores this idea of impure 

beings in chapter 13 quite extensively.72 However, in keeping with Bhai Vir Singh’s primary 

objective of making this text accessible for Sikhs, he has not gone into details into these terms. 

Bhai Vir Singh then moves through the translations with a focus on the Guru. 

Those who have held onto the feet of the highest Guru have been liberated through 

the True Word. 

(Those beings) do dedicated worship, celebrate gurprubs (anniversaries of the 

Gurus), meditate on the One, give charity, take cleansing bathes and instill these in 

others as well. 

Whatever one sows, so one reaps.1. 

 

70
 swkq is a reference to the followers of Durga or the fallen ones.  

71
 durjn, can be best understood if the word is split into two. Dur means enacting badness or wrong and jan is 

person. So a durjan is a person that enacts the wrong. Meaning, one that faces away from the Guru and the Guru’s 

message.  
72 Pandit Hardial, Sārkutavlī Satīk. Ed. Giani Bhagwan Singh. (Amritsar: Chatar Singh Jeevan Singh, 2015), 66. 
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[Bhai Vir Singh glosses]  

(Those that have) taken the sanctuary of the illuminated one, (they have) 

received the true shabad (and its understanding) and have been liberated.  

(Those beings that) have solidified dedicated loving worship, the Guru’s 

coming (Gurpurb), the name, charity and ablutions, (now give these 

teachings to others). 

Whatever is planted (by whomever), that is what they reap.73 

crn ghy gurdyv dy siq sbdu dy mukiq krwieAw[  

Bwau Bgiq gurpurib kir nwmu dwnu iesnwnu idRVHwieAw[  

jyhw bIau qyhw Plu pwieAw ]1] 

BweI vIr isMG jI smJwauNdy ny  

(ijnHW ny) gurdyv dI Srx lIqI hY, (aunHW nMU) s`cy Sbd (d aupdyS) dyky mukq kr 

id`qw hY[ 

(Eh lok) pRymw BgqI, gurpurb, nwm, dwn Aqy iesnwn (Awp) idRV krky (hornW 

aupdyS idMdy hn)[  

ijhW bIj (koeI bIj) iqhw Pl huMdw hY[ 

Bhai Vir Singh here opens by giving the word for word translation. He translates mukat padarath 

as jIvn mukqI (Jīvan muktī) "liberated while alive," subhāia as swry (Sāre) "everyone," bhao 

bhagāt as pRymw BgqI (Premā bhagtī) "dedicated loving worship" and gurdev as pRkws srUp 

(Prakāsh srūp) "illuminated form." 

Bhai Vir Singh’s word for word translations are interesting to look at because he 

translates gurdev as the illuminated form, which is different from how it is typically translated, as 

God-like teacher or honorific Guru. The central difference between Gurdev and Guru is that 

gurdev holds the connotation of being the highest understanding of Guru and is a respectful and 

honorific title. Even though it does not change the overall meaning of the line (pangti) it is 

 

73
 Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas’ Varan Tīkā, 6-7. 
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nonetheless a difference in translation.74 This is also seen through other interpretations Bhai Vir 

Singh has done. 

Bhai Vir Singh puts an effort into revolving his translations around gurbani and 

recognizing the similarity in the messages of Bhai Gurdas and the SGGS. However, Bhai Vir 

Singh in these lines is not taking the liberty of extending the meanings to fit his mold, instead in 

the immediate lines following Bhai Gurdas’ text Bhai Vir Singh tends to be straightforward with 

his translations. At times, however, he extends past these meanings following where he clearly 

writes out what he thinks (Bwv). 

Bhai Vir Singh then moves onto the meaning that he believes can be derived from the 

verse, writings two lines of his poetry: 

Those that are said to do good deeds, chant the name, give charity and with the help 

of the Gurus, remember and celebrate the coming of the Gurus, they will receive 

great rewards. If not, one’s life will pass like a night’s sleep as a manmukh75 (self-

centered; facing the mind) 

[Bhai Vir Singh then provides a pangti from the SGGS] 

This world is an illusion; people pass their life-nights sleeping.76 

This means, Bhai Vir Singh argues, that the world is an illusion and this life passes as a night’s 

sleep. Bhai Vir Singh infers, in his own words: 

Those that do not allow this life to pass as a night’s sleep, the faces of Gurmukhs 

and their faces will forever be illuminated. Thereby, in both worlds their faces will 

stay forever red,77 in that way- 

 

74
 By pushing the translation further out than what it says exactly, Bhai Vir Singh is able to drive further meanings 

out of the pangtian. For example, by translating gurdev as the illuminated form, Bhai Vir Singh is able to presume 

the elevated status of the Guru that Bhai Gurdas is referring to. However, looking at the entire line, this is by no 

means a stretch because Bhai Gurdas writes in the same line that those that hold onto the Guru’s feet have been 

liberated through the True word. This would mean that the Guru has the ability to liberate, which is no different than 

the illuminated form.  What Bhai Vir Singh may be attempting here is a move away from giving other humans the 

title of guru. The title of guru is typically used for a studied teacher, in any field, by a student of that guru and Bhai 

Vir Singh because of his background in the Singh Sabha movement may understand the detriment of using this term 

loosely as it leads to Sikhs moving away from the SGGS. Bhai Vir Singh in this way is able to tie a close 

relationship between the Varan and the SGGS. 
75

 Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas’ Varan Tīkā. 6-7. 
76

 Guru Amardas, SGGS, ang 36. Self-translation  
77

 Redness implies a sense of liveliness  
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[Bhai Vir Singh then quotes the SGGS] 

By Guru's Grace your face shall be radiant. Chanting the Naam you 

shall receive the benefits of giving charity and taking cleansing baths. 78 

In summary, by the Guru’s grace and by meditating on the One, giving charity and taking 

cleansing baths, one's face will radiate.79 Bhai Vir Singh then adds a line connected to this idea, 

introducing the teachings of his mentor, integrating Bhai Gurdas’ text, his own interpretation of 

it, and his teacher's ideas: 

[Bhai Vir Singh then writes two lines of poetry reflecting this] 

The Kaner tree80 will never produce a date, whatever is planted, that is the only 

thing one should keep hope for- as taught by Giani Hazara Singh (his teacher) 

Bhai Vir Singh then moves to notes four adjuncts or connections (AnubMD) of the text: 

1. The text’s topic is knowledge of the one non-dualistic soul through the true 

name’s mantra.  

2. The purpose of the text is for obtaining Gursikhi through loving dedicated 

worship (Bwa BgqI). 

3. One that has desire for the Guru’s Sikhi and possess naam and charity while 

being a devotee is deserving of this text.  

4. The relationship between the first three, which according to the text is that 

bānī describes Braham Gian (ultimate knowledge, realizing the one) to the 

reader. 

[BweI vIr isMG jI smJwauNdy ny ik ies vwr qoN ieh smJ imldI hY] 

jyhVy aukq SuB krm nwm, dwnwid Ar guru swihbW dy aupkwr Xwd krky gurpurb 
krdy hn[ Pl BI SuB hI lYxgy, nhIN qW AYvyN mnmuKW dI su`iqAW hI aumr dI rwq 
guzr jwaU[ ijhw ik- 

sMsw iehu sMswru hY suiqAw rYix ivhwie] 

gurmuKW dy muK au`jly hoxgy, ArQwq duhW lokW ivKy surKrU rihxgy[ ijhW 

 

78
 Guru Arjun, SGGS, ang 46. Self-translation.  

79
 Quite often in Gurbani, a radiating or red face refers to one that is full of life- meaning one who meditates on  the 

One because after all, that is true living, while not remembering the One, a person’s life is wasted.   
80

 Known as Nerium oleander is a toxic tree in all its parts- one of a kind.  
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gurprswdI muKu aUjlw jip nwmu dwnu iesnwnu] 

[BweI vIr isMG jI iPr Awp iek kivqw ilKdy ny] 

lgq Cuhwrw kho kb, lkrI sMg knyr[rK mn Aws ‘hzUr hir dYhYN bIj ju kyr]1] 

[BweI vIr isMG jI iPr cwr AnbMD ilKdy ny]  

1. siqnwm mMqR duAwrw iek AduqI Awqmw dw gXwn ies gRMQ dw ivSw hY[  

2. Bwau BgqI duAwrw gurisKI dI pRwpqI rUp gRMQ dw pRXojn hY[  

3. gurisKI dI ie`Cw vwlw, nwm dwn sMpMn so SrDwlU hY qy gRMQ dw AiDkwrI hY[  

4. ivKÎ Ar bwxI dw jo prspr pRiqpwdÎ Ar pRiqpwdk Bwv gRMQ dw sMbMD sUcn 

huMdw hY[ 

Bhai Vir Singh does not seem to interject with his own words aside from glossing and 

defining the Varan anywhere else in his exegeses of the Varan, which suggests the significance 

of the last line of the first Var. Bhai Vir Singh then draws in examples from the SGGS that he 

believes tie in strictly to the Varan. Bhai Vir Singh then gives four notes on the text, where he 

makes clear that the tika aims not simply to provide information, instead it is to bring one closer 

to the Guru’s wisdom. This, again, supports the claim that Bhai Vir Singh, along with other 

scholars believe the Varan are the kunji to the SGGS. Bhai Vir Singh states that through the 

exegesis one will obtain Gursikhi through the True Mantra, which in extension is explained in 

the Varan.    

Moving forward into Guru Nanak coming into the world, Bhai Vir Singh has a unique 

way of translating some of the words which give an insight into the Varan that is not commonly 

explored. For example, Bhai Vir Singh (and later even Sant Gurbachan Singh) bring forward the 

idea of seasonal teachings and this is typical of the Sikh Scripture- which will be explored in 

depth after the Var. In the following Var, Bhai Gurdas uses the same paradigm drawing a clear 

connection to the SGGS. Bhai Gurdas in Var 1, paudī 27, writes:81 

[Bhai Gurdas begins the Var by giving it a title] 

Guru Nanak the great warrior 

 

81
 Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas’ Varan Tīkā, 22. 
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With the emergence of the true Guru Nanak, the mist cleared and the light scattered 

all around. 

Just as the sun rises and the stars disappear, the darkness is dispelled.  

With the roar of the lion in the forest, the flocks of escaping deer now cannot endure 

(the roar). 

Wherever Baba put his feet, a religious place is established and worthy of worship. 

All the sidh82-places now have been renamed on the name of Nanak. 

[Bhai Vir Singh then comments]  

(When) Satgur Nanak Dev Ji, came to light, the fog (of ignorance) was 

dispelled. 

Just as the sun rises and the stars disappear, and darkness is eradicated. 

Just has the lion roars, the deer run in fear and they are not able to come to 

peace (in the same way, sins are running in fear as well). 

Wherever the ‘Baba’83places his feet, that place is established and worthy 

of praise/worship. 

All the esteemed places in the world have been re-established as the 

Guru’s (meaning, some places that were the sidh’s are now known as 

Nanak Mata and has become the place of the Guru. There have been 

Gurdwaras made in place after place.) 

[BweI gurdws jI ilKdy ny] 

gur nwnk sUrXodX 

siqgur nwnku pRgitAw imtI DuMDu jig cwnxu hoAw[  

ijau kir sUrju inkilAw qwry Cip AMDyru ploAw[  

isMGu buky imrgwvlI BMnI jwie n DIir DroAw[  

ijQy bwbw pYru Dir pUjw Awsxu Qwpix soAw[  

isDwsix siB jgiq dy nwnk Awid mqy jy koAw[ 

[BweI vIr isMG jI smJwauNdy ny] 

 

82
 Sidhs refers to a group of people who attempt to master physical and spiritual perfection. Typically, it is tied to 

the Hindu tradition- though one must understand that “Hindu” is an umbrella term that contains a wide range of 

beliefs and practices.  
83

 Literally meaning old/wise man but is a reference to Gurū Nanak Dev Ji.  
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siqgurU nwnk (jd) pRgt hoey gubwr (AgÎwn dw) dUr ho igAw qy (igAwn dw) cwnx 

ho igAw[ 

ij`kur sUrj dy ciVHAW qwry Cpdy qy hnyrw n`sdw hY[  

Syr dy BbikAW hrnW dI fwr B`jdI jWdI hY qy DIrj nhIN DrdI (ieauN pwpW nUM 

BwjV pY geI)[  

ijQy bwbw crn rKdw sI EQy pUjw dy Awsx dI (Qwpnw) gd̀I jo jWdI sI[  

jgq dy swry pRis`D Awsx (AsQwn) jyhVy koeI sn, sB nwnk mqy (guru Awsx 

pRis`D ho gey[ Bwv ij`kur isDW dy QwvW ivKy nwnk mqw guru kw QW bx igAw, ie`kur 

QW QW gurduAwrw ho igAw) 

This line by Bhai Gurdas contains a story of Guru Nanak where Guru Nanak talks to the Sidhs; 

however, Bhai Vir Singh does not go into the details of these stories in the immediate translations of 

these lines. He tends to either put these into the footnotes or follow the line-by-line commentary. For 

example, there is a story that is quite often told with the lines about the Sidhs but Bhai Vir Singh has 

avoided telling the story in the translation. He simply alludes to it and if the reader knows the story he is 

referring to then the reader may read more about it through other texts either written by him (such as 

Gur Nanak Chamtkar) or other panthic historiographies (such as the Janamsakhis or Suraj Prakash)- 

this story and what it does for the reader will be shared in detail, in Chapter two. Bhai Gurdas then 

writes in the same Var. 

Every home has become a place of dharma where singing. 

Baba liberated all four directions and nine divisions of earth. 

Gurmukh (Guru Nanak) has emerged in this kaliyug, the dark age. 

[Bhai Vir Singh then writes in his commentary]  

Each and every home has become a place of dharm (righteous path), 

where keertan (singing praises) happens and Vaisakhi is forever present. 

The Baba liberated all four directions and the nine divisions84 have 

merged with the truth. 

 

84
 This can also mean realm but here this lines seems to be in parallel with a line from the SGGS . Where Guru 

Arjun writes in Raag Gaurī, on ang 265: nau KMf ipRQmI iPrY icru jIvY ] One may roam the nine divisions of the world 

and live a very long life. In that regards, this line by Bhai Gurdas is similar to that of Sri Guru Arjun Dev Ji.  
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In the age of Kaljug, the most Supreme Guru has come to light.  

 

[BweI gurdws jI ilKdy ny] 

Gir Gir AMdir Drmswl hovY kIrqnu sdw ivsoAw[ 

bwby qwry cwir cik nau KMif ipRQmI scw FoAw[  

gurmuiK kil ivic prgtu hoAw ]27]  

[BweI vIr isMG jI smJwauNdy ny]  

Gr Gr ivKy DrmswlW hoeIAW Ar kIrqn hox lg̀w (mwno) sdw ivswKI rihMdI hY[ 

Bwby ny cwry idSw qwr id`qIAW, nOKMfW ipRQvI ivKy s`c dw myl ho igAw[  

Kiljug ivKy sromxI guru pRgt ho ipAw[ 

As mentioned earlier, it is uncommon to see visoa translated as Vaisakhi. It is commonly 

translated as "to inhabit." With this, Bhai Vir Singh establishes a relationship with the SGGS 

through his discussion and interpretation of visoa. There are many ideas tied to the season of 

Vaisakh. One that emerges through both the writings of Guru Nanak and Guru Arjun is the idea 

of blossoming and forgetting the root, the One, which leads to pain. Bhai Vir Singh suggests that 

with each and every being that walks on the path, the tree of Sikhi flourishes. All the while, pain 

caused by illusion is avoided. Some of these come through the writing of Guru Nanak in Raag 

Tukhari on ang 1108 

Vaisākh is pleasant, the branches (of a tree) blossom with new beautiful leaves. 

O Filler of Life, I, the soul-bride look towards your door, please take pity and come 

(into my home). 

Please come home, my Beloved, please carry me across this treacherous world-

ocean, without you, I am not worth even half a shell.85 

If it pleases you, you allow me to see you, and you see the One, who can even put 

price on my worth?   

I understand you not being far and being within, I should realize this as all (inside 

and out) as the house of the Filler of Life. 

 

85
 Shell here is a reference to monetary value.  
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O Nanak, the one’s consciousness that is imbued and accustomed to the Shabad, she 

is able to obtain the Lord.86  

vYswKu Blw swKw vys kry ]  

Dn dyKY hir duAwir Awvhu dieAw kry ]  

Gir Awau ipAwry duqr qwry quDu ibnu AFu n molo ]  

kImiq kaux kry quDu BwvW dyiK idKwvY Folo ]  

dUir n jwnw AMqir mwnw hir kw mhlu pCwnw ]  

nwnk vYswKˆØI pRBu pwvY suriq sbid mnu mwnw ]6] 

Guru Arjun had also recited a shabad (hymn) which gives teachings based on the months. 

The uthanika (backstory) of Guru Arjun reciting another version of the Barhamaha is that the 

Sikh sangat (congregation) did a supplication to the Guru and asked if the Guru could give them 

all a teaching for the month. The Guru responded with there is already one recited by Guru 

Nanak. The sangat pleaded again and stated that the one recited by the first Guru is difficult to 

understand. Something worthy of noting is that when the new month comes about, most folks 

will recite the version written by Guru Arjun and sermons (kathas) and praises are sung (kirtan) 

of shabad recited by Guru Arjun which is written in Rāg Majh, on ang 134. This connection 

between the word visoa and Vaisakh that Bhai Vir Singh suggests can be understood through 

these verses that the Guru has written. They help in understanding why Bhai Vir Singh and even 

later, Sant Gurbachan Singh indicates a connection between the word visoa and spring and the 

new year. 

[Guru Arjun writes] 

In the month of Vaisakh, how can she be at ease when she is separated from her 

beloved?   

She has forgotten the filler of life87 and attached herself to the wave of illusion. 

Neither son, spouse, nor wealth will go with you, only the Eternal one will. 

 

86
 A beautiful second translation that is worth mentioning, which comes out of the Farīdkot Tīka (1883) is that this 

line in other words means, one who’s mind becomes accustomed to praising and contemplating the One, that being 

is able to connect to the One through the beauty of the One’s creation- in specific, the world surrounding us. The 

Faridkot Tika is a commentary that was written by the Nirmalas on the SGGS. Self-translation. 
87

 hir- translates to green by Extension the One that makes things green.  
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Entangled in the false tasks the world is suffocating and dying. 

Without the Name of the One filler of life, even before death their good deeds are 

ripped out of their hands. 

Forgetting the Merciful One, one is ruined because there is no one other than the 

One. 

Those that attach themselves to the feet of the Beloved, they are beautifully praised 

(in this world and the after world). 

Nanak makes their supplication to the Beloved, please, come and unite me with 

yourself. 

The month of Vaisakh is beautiful and pleasant, when the saints cause me to meet 

the filler of life.   

vYswiK DIrin ikau vwFIAw ijnw pRym ibCohu ]   

hir swjnu purKu ivswir kY lgI mwieAw Dohu ]  

puqR klqR n sµig Dnw hir AivnwsI Ehu ]  

plic plic sglI mueI JUTY DMDY mohu ]  

ieksu hir ky nwm ibnu AgY leIAih Koih ] 

dXu ivswir ivgucxw pRB ibnu Avru n koie ]  

pRIqm crxI jo lgy iqn kI inrml soie ]  

nwnk kI pRB bynqI pRB imlhu prwpiq hoie ]  

vYswKu suhwvw qW lgY jw sMqu BytY hir soie ]3] 

As seen through both shabads written by Guru Nanak and Guru Arjun, the choice of using the 

term Harī, seems to be very deliberate, as Hari can be understood to be the one that enlivens the 

creation. Like the spring season, which has just passed (according to the Lunar calendar) and the 

fruits and vegetables have ripened in time for the month of Vaisākh where the crops are 

harvested. Bhai Vir Singh is suggesting visoā be translated as Vaisākhī because he sees the 

connection between blossoming and growth of Sikhi in the homes of Sikhs. Meaning that Sikhi 

is spreading amongst the people but it is also growing stronger in those houses where Sikhi 

already exists. This reaffirms that Bhai Vir Singh sees a connection between Bhai Gurdas and the 

SGGS. 
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Bhai Vir Singh makes very clear and distinct connections between the Varan and the 

SGGS, and other texts and literature. As already mentioned above, some connections can be 

inferred; however, Bhai Vir Singh has also very directly connected the Varan to the SGGS. As 

already seen through some of the examples above, Bhai Vir Singh makes direct connections 

between Bhai Gurdas’ Varan and the SGGS. Moreover, he makes references to other texts and 

ideas as well, as seen through his four notes to the reader of the commentary. In Bhai Vir Singh’s 

explanation of what one take away from the first Var, he relies heavily on quoting the SGGS. 

Instead of giving an explanation himself of what can understand from the var, Bhai Vir Singh 

opts to use bani from the SGGS to relay the message. This suggests that Bhai Vir Singh sees a 

very clear connection between the Varan and the SGGS, such as he shows on page 26 where he 

references the Sidh Ghost88 written by Guru Nanak. As seen through the examples, Bhai Vir 

Singh will also indirectly reference ideas in the SGGS. For example, in the fourth note, he states 

that the tika’s aim is to help one understand brahamgian, ultimate knowledge of the One, and the 

commentary is of the Varan and not the SGGS. Bhai Vir Singh assigns the Varan a power 

normally reserved for the SGGS. Therefore, one could extrapolate that Bhai Vir Singh is 

suggesting that even the Varan provide the ultimate knowledge or ultimate realization. We can 

see some examples of how he represents the SGGS in his text, in relation to the Varan, in what 

follows.89 

[Bhai Vir Singh quotes these lines directly from the SGGS in his exegesis]90   

As per: One who works for what he eats and gives some of what he has. O Nanak, 

he knows the Path.91 92 

 

 

88
 Sidh Ghost is a bani written by Guru Nanak in which Guru Nanak has a conversation with the Sidhs. This bani 

has been translated by Dr. Kamla Nayar’s book The Socially Involved Renunciate. 
89

 Bhai Vir Singh provides many lines directly from the SGGS, but It would be nearly impossible to show them all, 

as there are simply too many.  
90

 Note: I will not delve into how Bhai Vir Singh has used these references to the SGGS in the Varan, as this would 

move further away from the argument.  
91

 Guru Nanak, SGGS, ang 22. Self Translation.  
92

 Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas Varan Tika, 4.  
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Meaning: O Nanak, only one thing is of any account: everything else is useless 

babbling and idle talk in ego.1.93 94 

 

Kabeer, those who only preach to others - sand falls into their mouths. They keep 

their eyes on the property of others, while their own farm is being eaten up. 95 96  

 

One who sees himself as lowly. Will be accounted as the highest of all. 97 98 

 

O my mother, Maya is so misleading and deceptive. Without meditating on the Lord 

of the Universe, it is like straw on fire, or the shadow of a cloud, or the running of 

the flood-waters. .Pause.99 100 

 

The Lord abides upon the tongues of Saints.101 102 

 

XQw: Gwil Kwie ikC hQhu dyie] nwnk rwhu pCwxih syie]  

 

Bwv- “nwnk lyKY iek gl horu haumY JKxw JwK]” 

 

kbIr Avrh kau aupdysqy muK mY pir hY ryqu] rwis ibrwnI rwKqy KwXw Gr kw Kyq] 

 

Awps kau jo jwxY nIcw] soaU gnIAY sB qy aUcw] 

 

 

93
 Guru Nanak, SGGS, ang 467. Self-translation.  

94
 Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas Tika Varan, 17. 

95
 Bhagat Kabir, SGGS, ang 1369. Self-translation.  

96
 Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas Tika Varan, 22. 

97
 Guru Arjun, SGGS, ang 226. Self-translation.  

98
 Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas Tika Varan, 23. 

99
 Guru Arjun, SGGS, ang 717. Self-translation.  

100
 Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas Tika Varan, 36. 

101
 Guru Arjun, SGGS, ang 263. Self-translation.  

102
 Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas Tika Varan, 40. 
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mweI mwieAw Clu ] iqRx kI Agin myG kI CwieAw goibd Bjn ibnu hV kw jlu ] 
rhwau ] 

 

pRB jI bsih swD kI rsnw ] 

These are only a few examples from the First Var where Bhai Vir Singh as quoted directly from 

the SGGS.  

As discussed in the introduction, Rahuldeep Singh (2016) claims that the Varan is to be 

read through the lens of  martyrdom because they are written after the martyrdom of Guru Arjun. 

Rahuldeep Singh also argues that the vars “would have functioned in their time to give voice to 

the community’s suffering after the execution of their leader.”103 It is true that Bhai Gurdas 

includes metaphors and the imagery of martyrdom (shahidi) in the Varan; there are very clearly 

some Varan that it can be argued refer to the Guru Arjun's Shahidi. By claiming that all the 

Varan are about Shahidi, however, Rahuldeep Singh removes the connections and disconnects 

them from not only the SGGS but also other texts and literature. As Bhai Vir Singh shows, there 

is a strong relationship of the Vars to the SGGS.  So, while it is true that Bhai Gurdas, in specific 

verses, does explicitly refer to or use the word shahidi, when the verse is understood in context, 

it is not about martyrdom, rather it is on what it means to be a true follower. However, it 

becomes evident a literal translation of the lines gives us an understanding of what it means to be 

dead and for one to give their head. In the verses that follow, Bhai Gurdas will use the language 

of sacrifice, shahidi, and slavery to describe not literal death or servitude, but as spiritual 

metaphors for the ideal follower of the Sikh tradition. Bhai Gurdas in Vār 3, paudī 18 writes and 

Bhai Vir Singh translates it as:  

18: Follower 

Only by becoming dead in life can become a true disciple, not by talking.  

A content and truly sacrificial being is one that abstains from delusions and fears. 

The true disciple is a purchased slave who is ever busy in the service of the Master. 

He forgets hunger, sleep, food and rest. 

 

103
 Rahuldeep Singh Gill, Drinking from Love’s Cup, 67.  
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He grinds fresh flour (for free kitchen) and serves by fetching water. 

He fans (the congregation) and washes nicely the feet of the Guru. 

The servant always remains disciplined and has nothing to do with wailing and 

laughing. 

This way he becomes dervish at the door of the Lord and gets drenched in the 

delights of the rains of love. 

He will be seen as the first moon of Id day, and only he will come out as a perfect 

man. 

[Bhai Vir Singh then explains]  

One becomes a follower by dying [in the eyes of the world], not by 

talking. 

(By being), content, a true shahīd, far from doubt and fear. 

A true follower is a slave who is (at all times) in service. 

(She does not care for her own) sleep, hunger, food nor rest. 

She grinds fresh flour and brings fresh water. 

She with care washes the feet and fans the Guru. 

The servant is disciplined, nor does she laugh or cry (meaning, accepts the 

Guru’s command),  

[Bhai Vir Singh then quotes the SGGS in the middle of his translation]  

Even if the Guru scolds me, even those words are sweet and if (the Guru) 

forgives me, then that is the Guru’s greatness. 104 

[Bhai Vir Singh then continues his commentary] 

In this way, if one goes to the Guru’s door in this way, then she is 

drenched in love. 

She will then be seen as the first moon of Īd day and will be complete.  

At the end of his line by line translations, Bhai Vir Singh then goes on to write that a follower is 

one that remains dead and does not recognize himself (as the one that does). 

 

 

104 Guru Ramdas, SGGS, ang 785. Self-translation 
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[Bhai Vir Singh then quotes numerous lines from the SGGS]  

Ever since, the Guru bought me, I have become your slave’s slave and for this 

reason I am called fortunate. 105  

In this same way,  

 

[Bhai Vir Singh then shares another line from the SGGS],  

Place your head (ego) on the palm of your hand and walk on my path. 106  

 

[Bhai Vir Singh goes on to further support this with Gurbānī by citing another line],  

Cutting off my head I give it to the servant107 to sit upon, without my head I will 

serve. 108 

 

BweI gurdws jI ilKdy ny:  

18 : murId  

murdw hoie murId n glI hovxw[  

swbru isdik shIdu Brm Bau Kovxw[  

golw mul KrIdu kwry jovxw[  

nw iqsu BuK n nId n Kwxw sovxw[  

pIhix hoie jdId* pwxI Fovxw[  

pKy dI qwgId pg mil Dovxw[  

syvk hoie sMjIdu n hsx rovxw[  

dr drvys rsIdu iprm rs Bovxw[  

cMd mumwrK eId pug Klovxw ]18]  

 

 

105 Guru Nanak, SGGS, ang 991. Self-translation.  
106 Guru Nanak. SGGS, ang 1412. Self-translation.  
107

 This is driven from the previous line that Bhai Vir Singh does not quote where Guru Nanak says qY swihb kI bwq 
ij AwKY khu nwnk ikAw dIjY ] Thai Saahib Kee Baath J Aakhai Kahu Naanak Kiaa Dheejai || One who brings me a 

message from my Lord and Master - says Nanak, what shall I give to Her? 
108 Guru Nanak, SGGS,  ang 558. Self-translation.  
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BweI vIr isMG jI ieh ArQ krdy ny:  

cylw (sMswr qoN) mrky huMdw hY, g`lW nwl nhIN huMdw[  

sMqoKI, s`c pur ShId, Brm qy fr nUM dUr krky (hMudw hY)[  

mu`l KrIdI gulwm hovy (hr vyly) tihl ivKy juiVAw rhy[   

(Awpxy srIr dI) auh nW Bu`K qy nW nINd dI (prvwh kry) qy nW sOx qy Kwx dI[  

qwzw Awtw pIhy, pwxI Fovy[ (gurU dy) qwkId nwl crn mlky Dovy qy p`Kw J`ly[   

(gurU dy) qwkId nwl crn mlky Dovy qy p~Kw J`ly[  

syvk gMBIr hovy, nw h`sy n rovy (Bwv gurU dw Bwxw mMny- 

(iPr BweI vIr isMG gurbwxI dI pMgqI nwl smJwauNdy ny:)  

jy guru iJVky q mITw lwgY jy bKsy q gur vifAweI ]25]  

(ies pRkwr) jo dr dw drvyS hoky phuMcy (auh) iprI dy (rs=) pRym ivKy 

iB`jygw[  

eId dy cMd vWMN|U vDweIAW imlngIAW ky (pu`nÎw dy cMd vW|U) p`ug KloaU (Bwv 

pUrn ho jwaU)[  

    
ies prkwr BweI vIr isMG hor gurbwxI dIAW audwhrxw idMdy hn:  

     

 mul KrIdI lwlw golw myrw nwau sBwgw ]  

Aqy 

 isru Dir qlI glI myrI Awau ]  

Aqy 

 sIsu vFy kir bYsxu dIjY ivxu isr syv krIjY] 

All of this points towards removing oneself from attaching to this body and seeing it for what it 

truly is,109 a vessel for the One. It is evident that Bhai Vir Singh understands that Bhai Gurdas is 

 

109
 There are numerous quotes from Gurbānī that can be inserted here; however, being cognisant of the not wanting 

this thesis to simply be translations of the Varan and SGGS , I will elect to not quote here and even further into the 

thesis where ample supporting evidence has already been provided.  
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using his words to help listeners and readers of his bani understand what the Guru is saying in 

Gurbani. The claim that the Varan are strictly about shahidi does not allow an embedded, 

intertextual approach, and the connection to the Sri Guru Granth Sahib is lost. One must 

remember that the Guru and even the Guru’s congregation were not so easily accessible at that 

time, as they might be for some the modern world today where the Guru is at every Gurdwara 

Sahib. Now, there are numerous Gurdwaras not in just one city but around the globe. Bhai 

Gurdas' compositions played a crucial role in delivering the Guru’s word and also guiding the 

followers on how to meet the Guru metaphysically, when physical meetings weren’t possible. 

Bhai Gurdas' text provides teachings to Sikhs about what a Murid, or follower, should do, and 

what makes a successful Sikh, about how a Gursikh is to behave and become a follower of the 

Guru.  

Bhai Vir Singh understands the approach that Bhai Gurdas has taken to the Varan but 

also has very clearly a deep knowledge of not only Gurbani but also other granths (texts). He 

demonstrates this in his discussion of the different ways offspring are created and also the 

different stages of Simran (meditation), such as we see here: 

[Bhai Vir Singh writes] 

There are five elements and past deeds (from which you came), by combings these 

the body is made. (Meaning, fire, water, dirt, which were like lion and sheep were 

combined). (Four) [types of] offspring [are formed from] (egg, placental, 

moisture/heat, seedling and four) [types of] meditations (with sound, with tongue, 

but no sound, with mind, with each and every pour) through these the coming and 

going [of beings] has been shown.   

pMc qq̀ qy pMJI pRikRqW (ijhVy Awpo ivc, sqRU (sn), myl ky imq bxwky dyh bxw idqI[ 
(Bwv Ag̀, pwxI, imtI, ijhVw Awpo ivc SINh bkrI vW|U sn k`Ty kr idqy)[ (cwr) 
KwxIAW (AMfj, jyrj, syqj, auqBuj, qy cwr) bwxIAW (prw, psMqI, m`Dmw, bYKrI, 
ienHW dw) clwau krky AwvwgOx dw cir`qR idKwieAw[ 

In this example, one must understand that there is no list of the different ways offspring are 

created in the SGGS; however, other texts do have references to this. One must truly and deeply 

understand the SGGS and a range of other texts to make the connections Bhai Gurdas has made. 

Bhai Vir Singh outlines them time and time again, along with the different stages of meditation, 

which are not referenced directly from any one text. In Gurnanak Prakash, Kavi Santokh Singh 
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talks about the importance and greatness of nam (the Name) and he alludes to the different 

stages; this is one source. This reference to the various stages of Simran (remembrance) also 

refers to a deep oral tradition. For example,  Bhai Vir Singh mentions the different stages of nam 

(the sacred name) as: prā, psaṅtī, madham, baikhrī, which can loosely be defined as doing it out 

loud, with one’s tongue but no sound, mind and then “rom rom” – from every pore.110 Though 

descriptions of these stages do not come from a specific text, they are common in the Sikh oral 

tradition. This demonstrates how these texts reflect a complicated intertextuality and dialogue 

across multiple planes. Both Bhai Gurdas and Bhai Vir Singh are always in dialogue with the 

SGGS, other granths and the oral tradition. 

2.2 Conclusions 

It is clear Bhai Gurdas not only had a deep understanding of Sikh philosophies but also of other 

faiths and paths. Bhai Gurdas brings in texts from other religions into his writing and evidently 

has a knowledge of them because he seems to refer to them quite often. As just one example, 

Bhai Gurdas is aware of the different Vedas and Shastras. Even Bhai Vir Singh comments on 

these and gives insight.  

[Bhai Vir Singh translates a line written by Bhai Gurdas as] 

After discourse on the four Vedas and correcting the six Shastras, the sages utter 

them. 

BweI gurdws jI ilKdy ny:  

chu bydW ky Drm miQ Kit swsqR kiQ iriK suxwvY[  

 

BweI vIr isMG jI smJwauNdy ny:  

cwr bydW dy DrmW nUM ivcwrky qy Cy SwsqRW nMU (miQ=) soDky (ibAws Awid Cy) irKI 

suxWvdy hn[ 111 

 

110
 Rom can be understood as doing nam or meditation with each and every pour. This is something that is explored 

in the SGGS and is an elevated spiritual stage one can achieve.  
111 Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas Tika Varan, 7. 
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Bhai Vir Singh makes many references to numerous texts and scholars in his work. To 

name a few he outright lists the Suraj Parkash, Gur-Nanak Parkash, Gian Ratnavli, the Japji 

Sahib commentary by Sri Shankar Dayal Ji, Giani Sahib Singh Ji Dhamdan Sahib,112 Pandit Tara 

Singh Ji Narotam, Pandit Kartar Singh Dhaka, and Bhai Hajara Singh. These are just a few of the 

texts and scholars that have been mentioned in the commentary. Some of these references are 

deliberate and clearly noted, while others are only hinted towards as mentioned earlier in the 

chapter. We can see this done in the following example: 

[Bhai Vir Singh in his tika quotes directly from Gur-Nanak Prakash and writes] 

In Sri Guru Nanak Prakash the full: Chapter sixty-three, page thirty-nine, forty and 

forty-one say:  

Gorakh Nath gave (Guru Nanak) a skull and said, o child! Look at that lake, bring 

the water from there and you will be free of pains forever.  

Guru Nanak took the skill and went near the lake and saw that there were 

uncountable gems in it. After looking at the entire lake, Guru Nanak stood at the 

edge of the water.  

There were many jewels and gems glistening there. Gorakh understood it quite 

literally and came back to Guru Nanak.  

He came and said, there is no water there, take care of your skull and then Guru 

Nanak came and sat beside Gorakh Nath. 113 

sRI guru nwnk pRkwS pUr: iDAw 63 AMk 39, 40, 41 ivc AYauN iliKAw hY:-  

K`pr idqw nwQ ny, bwly qwl iblok! pwnI Awnhu qhW qy hujy sdw ASok[  

lykr gmny qwl iFg mwixk lwl ibswl[ pUrn sr Avlok kY TWFY rh ikRpwl[  

jgmg krq hYN qhW jvwhr Bur[ gorK ko Cl jwn ko hit Awey jg mUr[ 

khXo Awn:- qih nIr nihN, K`pr lhu sMBwl[ bYTy bhur smIp hYÍ sRI gur dIn dXwl[ 

This is just one example of how one of the above-mentioned texts is referenced by Bhai 

Vir Singh; there are numerous more that he references. Bhai Vir Singh not only alludes to the 

web of connections present in Bhai Gurdas’ Varan but also engages with the panthik literature 

himself as well.  

 

112
 Unsure which writing Bhai Vir Singh is referring to here. 

113 Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Gurdas Tika Varan, 26. Self-translation.  
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All in all, Bhai Vir Singh’s approach to translating the Varan is straight forward but at 

the same time it is nuanced. He glosses each line, providing synonyms and a paraphrase, but also 

engages in intertextuality, alluding to multiple texts. This shows that there is not only a 

connection between the SGGS and the Varan but also the Varan and the commentary, and the 

commentary and the SGGS, as well as between the commentary and other texts that have been 

mentioned. This nuanced approach that Bhai Vir Singh takes shows the complexity of the Varan, 

which themselves reveal a complex relationship with the SGGS. They simply cannot be 

understood to have a single, monolithic approach to explaining, teaching and understanding 

Sikhi. 
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Chapter 3: Sant Gurbachan Singh’s Oral Commentary 

3.1 Bhai Gurdas' Varan in oral Katha. 

Sant Gurbachan Singh (1902-1961) acted as a catalyst in solidifying the organization and 

infrastructure of the Damdami Taksal school, in terms of establishing schools. Sant Gurbachan 

Singh also improved the training provided by the school, which led to the birthing of many great 

scholars. Indeed, the influence of the Taksal world-wide is often credited to Sant Gurbachan 

Singh. He was not only a preacher of the Taksal, but he also expanded the Taksal itself, 

intellectually and spiritually, developing concrete connections among texts that are heard 

throughout his katha. His students would have been exposed through these connections to a 

wider panthik literature. As the examples below will show, his understandings were not limited 

to one specific text; instead, he commonly incorporated other texts such as the Sri Guru Granth 

Sahib, the Gurbilas literature, Sūraj Parkāsh, and other spiritual writings.  

Intellectually, Gurbachan Singh encouraged his students to learn other languages 

(Sanskrit, Urdu, Persian, Hindi and more) and asked them to engage and learn from older 

Nirmala school texts, as outlined in the introduction. In terms of religious practice, he made it a 

requirement for his students to be strong in their daily prayers (Nitnem), meditation (Simran), 

and correct pronunciation of Gurbani (Saṅthiya). It is said by his students, that if these were not 

at the level that was required, they would not move forward in their lessons.114 His student’s 

viewed Sant Gurbachan Singh as someone who truly understood what the Guru taught: that a 

person’s ultimate goal is to merge with the One through remembrance of the one (Simran).115 

Sant Gurbachan Singh’s understanding of this plays a vital role in how he approaches preaching 

(katha) because he, at times, implies and even directly suggests the practical implementation of 

the Guru’s teachings. As we will see in what follows, Sant Gurbachan Singh ties the Guru’s 

teachings to Bhai Gurdas’ Varan, explaining how one should implement the lessons in one’s 

spiritual practice. He refers to other texts as well, but not to the texts as such; his emphasis is on 

 

114
 Baba Surjit Singh “Sodhi Ji”, Giani Gurdev Singh, and Bhagat Jaswant Singh “Bhagat Ji,” personal 

conversations, August 2018.  
115

 Meditation is a simpler way of understanding this term; however, I would argue that it is not to be understood 

the way that meditation is understood in the west.  
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teachings and practice. For this reason, it is quite common for Gurbachan Singh not to make 

direct references to other texts.    

Sant Gurbachan Singh’s approach to preaching (katha) has become the standard for 

members of the Taksal school. He is known for staying as close to Gurbani as possible;116 

however, where needed, he also provides an uthānikā (background story), usually from panthik 

historiography: such as the Janamsakhis, Bansavali Nama, Gurbilas literature, or Suraj Parkash. 

As is common in the oral preaching tradition, sources are not always directly referenced. As will 

be seen in the examples below, some references come with a clear citation of specific texts, 

while at other times, there is no explicit reference. An implicit trust exists between the listener 

and speaker that the speaker has done their research and is utilizing a credible source. Another 

reason one may not reference their sources during the katha is that this can be seen as inflaming 

one’s ego, a kind of parading of one’s own knowledge. This idea is understood as unfavorable 

through the very first dharmik granth, Sarkutavli (1833) that is taught to students in the 

traditional education system. It is, therefore, a new, and still uncommon, phenomenon where a 

kathavachik (deliverer of katha) lists out their sources during kathā.  

Sant Gurbachan Singh’s katha of the Varan features numerous references to the panthik 

historiographical literature, demonstrating his placement of the Varan within a complex, 

intertextual web. Preachers (kathāvachiks) point out these connections that are seen to exist 

between the texts, directly or indirectly. I argue that not only are Sant Gurbachan Singh and Bhai 

Vir Singh drawing these connections but that through their analysis and representation of the 

meaning of the work of Bhai Gurdas, they are arguing that Bhai Gurdas himself also saw and 

drew these connections to the SGGS.  

The connections between Bhai Gurdas’ text and other texts become apparent when one 

understands that in a written format, like Bhai Vir Singh’s commentary (ṭīkā), one is able to 

reference another text explicitly. A ṭīkākār (writer of a ṭīkā or commentary) has the opportunity 

to go into much more detail than a kathāvachik, because there are fewer limitations or 

constraints. There are some restraints, such as time, space or even in the ability of the reader to 

 

116
 Baba Surjit Singh “Sodhi Ji”, Giani Gurdev Singh, and Bhagat Jaswant Singh “Bhagat Ji,” personal 

conversations, August 2018. 
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understand, as well as in terms of length and format. This is because most exegeses of this type 

are written for a more educated audience. On the other hand, an oral kathāvachik generally does 

not directly cite his sources, leaving citations unsaid. However, references and ideas from other 

texts are still very clearly present to the trained listener. As will be shown through the examples 

given below, one can hear references to numerous texts in Sant Gurbachan Singh’s kathā. 

However, these connections are made within the limitations of the kathā genre.  

Sant Gurbachan Singh’s kathas were audio-recorded by a student of Sant Gurbachan 

Singh, Bhagat Jaswant Singh in the 1960’s.117 As mentioned earlier, one of the roles of the 

Taksal [school/order] was and still is to preach from village to village. Sant Gurbachan Singh 

completed katha of the SGGS twenty-seven times alongside katha of Bhai Gurdas’ Varan. While 

the audio recordings of his kathā are missing some sections, they are largely intact and available 

online.118 Sant Gurbachan Singh and the Taksal [school/order] that continues his tradition both 

claim to stick closely to the bani and provide an uthānikā (backstory) only where necessary.  

The goal of this chapter is to explicate Sant Gurbachan Singh’s kathā and draw out how it 

establishes connections between the works of Bhai Gurdas and a more comprehensive range of 

literature, including the SGGS. The following section will look at kathā done by Sant Gurbachan 

Singh on Bhai Gurdas’ Varan. It will be argued that Sant Gurbachan Singh draws on Bhai 

Gurdas’ words and compositions in his framing of the connection to the SGGS, suggesting a 

direct and clear relationship between Bhai Gurdas and the Guru - whether that is physically or 

intellectually. He also extends past this textual relationship to address a range of later works.  

The format of this chapter will be as follows. The English translation of Bhai Gurdas’ 

Varan will be provided first followed by an English translation of Sant Gurbachan Singh’s katha 

translation in English. Then Bhai Gurdas’ Var will be provided in Punjabi followed by Sant 

Gurbachan Singh’s katha in Punjabi. From time to time, Sant Gurbachan Singh does quote 

Gurbani in the middle of the katha. So for the sake of clarity, this will be provided at the end of 

that line and it will be indented further in, and like earlier the English will be provided first 

 

117
 http://gursevak.com/about/ 

118 Sant Gurbachan Singh, Bhai Gurdas Dian Varan. Gurmatveechar.com, accessed January 20, 2019. 

http://www.gurmatveechar.com/audio.php?q=f&f=%2FKatha%2F01_Puratan_Katha%2FSant_Gurbachan_Singh_

%28Bhindran_wale%29%2FBhai_Gurdas_Dian_Varan 
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followed by Punjabi. The translation of the Gurbani will be done by me because, typically, the 

Gurbani that is being quoted could be easily understood by the listener as it directly relates to 

what was being explained and typically will be a line of Gurbani that is in understandable 

Punjabi. Lastly, I will provide an analysis of Sant Gurbachan Singh’s translations directly after 

each line without any indentation. These will also be clearly marked in the examples which will 

indicate who is speaking. 

3.2 Examples from the Katha 

In this first example, Sant Gurbachan Singh provides a backstory about Bhai Gurdas and how he 

begins his learning from the Gurus, which Sant Gurbachan Singh suggests may explain how and 

why Bhai Gurdas’ text so vividly reflects the Guru’s own teachings. Sant Gurbachan Singh 

opens up with the following uthānikā or "back story": 

O holy congregation, Bhai Gurdas, a great being, is from Guru Amardas’ lineage. 

Guru Amardas Ji’s eldest brother was Isherdas, and his son was Bhai Gurdas. When 

Guru Amardas [held the] Guru’s throne (Gurtagadi), during that time, they were 

born in their presence, but because they were in their childhood, they did not spend 

much time with them. During the time of Guru Ramdas when Amritsar was made in 

1727 bikarmi,119 those that became swans by bathing at Amritsar (inaudible). Bhai 

Gurdas came into the presence of the Guru and obtained gurmat. One of the 

teachings that Bhai Gurdas received was the shabad:  

[Here Sant Gurbachan Singh quotes SGGS and provides a section of text 

from the SGGS] 

One who calls herself a Sikh of the Guru the True Guru shall rise in the 

early morning hours and meditate on the Lord's Name. 

Upon arising early in the morning, he is to bathe, and cleanse himself 

in the pool of nectar.120 

 

swD sMgq jI, BweI gurdws jI, mwhwpurK, sRI gurU Amrdws mwhwrwj swihb jI dy bMs 
ivcoN swihbzwdw ivcoN hoey hn, siqgurU mwhwrwj gurU Amrdws swihb dy v`fy Brwqw dy 

 

119
 This is based on the lunar calendar.  

120
 Guru Ram Das, Sri Guru Granth Sahib, ang 306. Self-translation.  
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sn[ auhnHW ‘coN iek BweI eISrdws sn, auhnHW dy puqr, BweI gurdws jI sn[ siqgurU 
Amrdws jI jdoN gurqwgdI kr rhy sI[ aus vkq jnm gurU swihb dy hzUrI iv`c hI 
hoieAw, pr bwlk Avsqw iv`c sn, sRI gurU Amrdws swhib jI dy kOqk ijhVy sI 
bwlk lIlw iv`c huMidAw hoieAw[ iehnW ny QoVy drSn kIqy sn, pr jdoN siqgurU 
rwmdws jI dy Srn AMimRqsr bixAw hY, 1727 ibkrmI nUM[ ijhVy hMs ieSnwn krky 
AMimRqsr (ieQy irkorifMg swP nhI sI)  huMdy sn[ aus vkq BweI gurdws swihb jI 
AMimRqsr swihb mwhwrwj dI Srn Awey sn[ AMimRqsr, mwhwrwj dI Srn Aw ky, 
gurmq pRwpq kIqI sI[ BweI gurdws jI dy qWeIN, siqgurW ny, swDsMgq jIau, mhlw 
AwauNdw hY: 

gur siqgur kw jo isKu AKwey su Blky auiT hir nwmu iDAwvY] 

audmu kry Blky prBwqI iesnwnu kry AMimRqsir nwvY] 

Sant Gurbachan's sermon here presents background knowledge of Bhai Gurdas Ji. Some 

of this information is available through Bhai Gurdas’ own writings, such as being from Bhalla 

lineage. However, other information, such as the dates when he met the Guru, is available from 

the post-Bhai Gurdas panthik literature, as mentioned in the introduction. These conclusions are 

also drawn from oral histories. Some of these oral histories do interact with the panthik literature. 

Traditional scholars and parchāriks (preachers) both cite these texts, showing how these scholars 

make historical claims through their kathā concerning the panthik literature.  

The story told by Sant Gurbachan Singh in his kathā sets up Bhai Gurdas as learning 

directly from the Guru. This is presented as a fact. One could argue that it is difficult to 

definitively prove that this teaching was given directly to Bhai Gurdas from the Guru, but it is 

presented as a fact by Sant Gurbachan Singh. What justifies this statement of fact? Sant 

Gurbachan Singh may conclude that Bhai Gurdas did learn directly from the Gurus’ because 

Bhai Gurdas conveyed messages reflecting the Guru’s ideas, analogies and tropes numerous 

times through his Varan. This suggests the close relationship between Bhai Gurdas and the 

Gurus. However, I would argue that even more important than whether Bhai Gurdas received 

these teachings directly from the Guru or not, is that Bhai Gurdas incorporates many teachings 

into his work. As shared in the introduction, he very clearly reiterates the idea of waking up early 

in the ambrosial hours, bathing and sitting in remembrance of the One into his writings numerous 

times. These are core practices from the Sri Guru Granth Sahib and the writings of the Gurus that 

are contained within it. 
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Sant Gurbachan Singh draws on this connection, suggesting a close relationship between 

the Varan and the SGGS. As will be seen through the examples, Sant Gurbachan Singh suggests 

this by reciting a pangtī (line) from the SGGS while translating Bhai Gurdas’ pangtī. In this way, 

he establishes a direct connection between the SGGS and the composition of Bhai Gurdas. Here, 

Sant Gurbachan Singh explains how Bhai Gurdas came into the sanctuary of the Guru, drawing 

out this textual connection: 

This was blessed upon Bhai Gurdas and became a pūran (complete) vidvān 

(scholar) and attained knowledge of the ultimate (brahamgiani), Weapns (shasters), 

etc. there was not anything that they were not well-versed in. Even as far as 

languages. They were then sent to Agra to do parchar by the 4th guru. [when Guru 

Arjun became the 5th Guru, Bhai Gurdas] left Agra with sangat and came to 

Goindwal sahib first. As they were crossing a raging river, Bhai Gurdas overhead a 

Sikh in the congregation reciting: 

[Here Sant Gurbachan Singh quotes the SGGS and provides a section of 

text that the Sikh was reciting] 

The Guru's Word abides with my soul. 121 

It does not sink in water; thieves cannot steal it, and fire cannot burn it. 

||1||Pause|| 

gurisKI dw aupdyS iphlW BweI gurdws swihb nMU hoieAw[ ies mrXwdw nMU pw ky BweI 
swihb v`fy ivdvwn, kmweI vwly, pUrn bRhmigAwnI hoey, Aqy ividAw SwSqr dy swrI 
Awp jI dy hQ v`l sI[ koeI AYsI ividAw nhI sI, jIhdy nw jwx hox[ pr bsy dI bolI 
nUM Awdr idqw BweI swihb jI, siqgurU swihb dI ikrpw duAwrw guru rwmdws dI Srn 
ivcoN gurmq pw ky Awgry isKI dy pRcwr krn vwsqy gey sn[ sRI guru rwmdws mwhwrwj 
joqI joq smwey suxy, audoN Awgry dy iv`c sn[ Awgry qoN sMgq nUM nwl ilAwky, ieQy 
swDsMgq jI goieMdvwl swihb pujy[ goieMdvwl swihb idn iCp igAw sI, bdIn vwly 
mulw nhI sn[ aus vkq gurU Arjn dyv swihb dw Sbd suixAw sI[ mwhwrwj swihb 
dw hukm hY: 

gur kw bcnu bsY jIA nwly] 

jil nhI fUbY qskru nhI lyvY Bwih n swkY jwly ]1] rhwau] 

Sant Gurbachan Singh, through this story, asserts that Bhai Gurdas had contact with the 

Gurus, thus, he would reiterate the messages of the Gurus through his own writings to preach 

 

121 Guru Arjun Dev, Sri Guru Granth Sahib. ang 679.  Self- Translation.  
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that teaching. Sant Gurbachan Singh connects Bhai Gurdas' work directly with the SGGS by 

giving explicit examples; this in turn, solidifies the understanding of Bhai Gurdas as the kunji or 

"key" to the SGGS because understanding the messages of Bhai Gurdas can be seen as also 

understanding the messages of the SGGS. Beyond this, the story also shows that Sant Gurbachan 

Singh understood Bhai Gurdas as blessed and respected in the panth. It conveys Bhai Gurdas as 

an exemplary Gursikh, who was tested numerous times. There is thus a historical connection 

being made, as well as a general example being presented. Sant Gurbachan Singh shows the 

sangat what they could practically apply to their lives and take as teachings. In this instance, his 

teaching emphasizes that every Gursikh will be tested and may even fail; however, this does not 

mean that one does not continue remembrance of the One, just as Bhai Gurdas continued his 

struggle towards gaining the nadar (benevolent glance) of the Guru. This was just one of the 

numerous tests Bhai Gurdas would receive to see if he truly understood what the Guru is saying. 

Sant Gurbachan Singh continues with the story of Bhai Gurdas, making his way to Guru 

Arjun. The story encompasses foreshadowing, according to Sant Gurbachan Singh, where Bhai 

Gurdas receives a boon from the Guru. This test of being out in the terrifying open waters is one 

that is repeated and this is the first instance where it arises 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then continues narrating the story of Bhai Gurdas] 

When Bhai Gurdas heard this, he said that we must follow the command(hukam) of 

the Guru. Through this, he gave faith to the congregation and, with Bhai Gurdas 

leading them reciting the Waheguru mantra, they began crossing the river. At first it 

looked extremely deep, but the water was only up to their knees; through the 

support of the Guru they were able to cross the river and reach Goindwal Sahib.  

When they came to Goindwal Sahib, Bhai Gurdas saw children playing and he 

heard one of the children say that if it pleases the guru then it can happen. Hearing 

this he fell to the feet of the children and the congregation eventually left for 

Amritsar and came into the court (darbar) of Guru Arjun. On his way to Amritsar, 

Bhai Gurdas had thought to himself that if this being is able to understand my inner 

thoughts, then I will see him as the same light as Guru Ramdas. When Bhai Gurdas 

came to the sharan (sanctuary; literally translating to feet) of the 5th guru, Guru 

Arjun. The Guru asked, what are you thinking about Bhai Gurdas? What was the 

reason to fall at the feet of the children? The Guru’s was acting through the 

children, that is why you fell at their feet. The Guru then said, Bhai Gurdas, the 
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same way you and the congregation (sangat) crossed the river with the support of 

the Name (Nam), you will be able to cross this deep and treacherous world-ocean. 

[iPr sMq gurbcn isMG jI kQw snwauNdy hn] 

aus bcxw ‘qy inscw krky, swrI sMgq nuM ijhVy Awgry qoN Awey sI nwl, auhnW nMU ikhw: 
mwhwpurKW ny ieQy Sbd dwAwrw iPr aucwirAw[ Awpw gurU swihb dy bcxw nUM kmwau[ 
ieh sux kr ky swDsMgq jI, swirAW is`KW nMU inscw kIqw[ BweI gurdws swihb jI 
Agy ho gey, qy swrI sMgq mgr[ vwihgurU dw ismrn krdy hoey, gofy gofy pwxI swrI bYsw 
dw AwieAw jo bfI fUMgI ndI sI pihlW[ hux BwvyN pwxI Gt jWdw iehdy iv`cy. aus vkq 
rwh nhI sI idMdI ndI[ aus vkq BweI gurdws swihb inscw krky, gurU swihb dw 
Sbd dy Awsry, goieMdvwl swihb swrI sMgq smyq Aw gey[    

ieQy jdoN Awey goieMdvwl swihb vVx lgy, auQy bcy AwpO’c Kyl dy sn[ bicAW KylidAW 
bcn kIqw ik guru swihb nMU Bwvy qW ieh ho skdw[ ieh suxky BweI gurdws swihb, 
bicAW dy pYrI pey[goieMdvwl swihb rwq kt ky, holI holI, iPr ieh AMRimqsr swihb 
pujy sn[ sRI gurU Arjn dyv mwhwrwj dy Srx iv`c Awey, sRI gurU mwhwrwj swihb s`cy 
pwqSwh jI dI Srx ivc Awauxw krky. aus vkq guru swihb jI dy Aw gey[ idl’c 
sMklp kIqw, ij gurU swihb myry idl dI hwl nMU buJ lYx ‘qy mYN mwhwrwj swihb nUM gurU 
rwmdws swihb dw srUp jwxU[ ieh Bwvxw kr ky jdoN Awey AMRimqsr swihb, aus vkq 
cojI pwqSwh jI kihx lgy, BweI gurdws swihb kI icqvnI krdy ho? bicAW dy qusI 
pYrI pey sI, kI kwrn sI? auh bicAW dy AMdr gurU swihb dw Bwxw vrqdw sI[ ies 
krky qusI pYrI pey sI[ suxky BweI swihb nUM gurU swihb jI qy nwm dy Awsry BweI 
swihb, ijvyN ndI qoN pwr sMgq nMU krky ilAwey, ievyN sMswr smuMdr qoN pwr ho jwvoNgy[ 

Here, Sant Gurbachan Singh is arguably using the story about the Guru offering this 

blessing to Bhai Gurdas as a tool to show that Bhai Gurdas will help Sikhs cross the world-ocean 

through his text. Sant Gurbachan Singh also points towards many concepts that are present in the 

SGGS and are repeated by kathāvachiks. Through this section of Sant Gurbachan Singh’s kathā 

one sees core ideals articulated in the SGGS: falling at the feet of those that remember the one, 

whole-heartedly acceptance of the Guru’s words, and the Guru is all-knowing,   

Sant Gurbachan Singh then continues with the backstory, to ground this exploration of 

core ideas from the SGGS in the life history of Bhai Gurdas and the connection between Bhai 

Gurdas and the Gurus: 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh continues his katha] 

When the Guru uttered all of this, Bhai Gurdas was affirmed that this truly is the 

same light as Guru Ramdas.  Bhai Gurdas stayed with the Guru and was given the 

task of learning, teaching, and writing. In this way, Bhai Gurdas had a great number 
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of responsibilities, none no bigger than when he was tasked with the duty of writing 

the very first form of the Aad Guru Granth Sahib. Bhai Gurdas would then pen the 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib in Kartarpur. The 6th Guru had them write Dhuns. At that 

time, the 6th Guru to test their Sikhi, as Bhai Gurdas was uttering bani:  

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then Quotes from the Varan] 

If the Guru performs a sham, the Sikh should not give up his 

forbearance.122 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh continues his katha] 

At that time, the 6th guru sent Bhai Gurdas to buy horses from Kabul. When instead 

of gold coins, they see dirt coins. Bhai Gurdas ran to Kansi and turned the King into 

a Sikh; debated and won against 700 pandits and regained the respect. Then the 6th 

Guru called him to their court and came with Bhai Bidhi Chand and Bhai Jetha 

came along with Bhai Gurdas who was wearing (inaudible) The Guru said, now say 

that line, [Bhai Gurdas replies with:] 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then Quotes from the Varan] 

Similarly, if the Guru deludes a Sikh through a sham, what a poor Sikh 

could do.123  

and 

In such a feat only, he passes the test who is helped by the Guru.124 

 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh continues his katha] 

Hearing this Guru Sahib Smirks and says you left and brought back 700 pandits 

who are now Sikhs with you. Bhai Gurdas did a lot of preaching in Kansi and there 

are the other verses that they have written while there. 

When Guru Arjun having the Bhagat bani written [during the writing process of the 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib], Bhai Gurdas had a thought cross their mind that the Guru is 

having me write the Bhagat’s bani but they are not giving me their darshan (to see). 

The Guru understanding his thought, said Bhai Gurdas come to me in the morning 

tomorrow. The next morning when they went to write again, they saw all of the 

bhagats. All the bhagats did namskaar (bowed) to Bhai Gurdas and vice-versa. Then 

 

122 Bhai Gurdas, Varan, 35.20.  
123 Ibid, Var 35, Paudi 22 

 
124 Ibid, 35.23 
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they all greeted and told their names to Bhai Gurdas and he was affirmed that the 

bani was written newly once they recited it to the Guru. Again, understanding their 

inner thoughts, Guru Arjun said, we will have your bani written down tomorrow, 

bring it with you tomorrow. Bhai Gurdas agreed; however, at night when Bhai 

Gurdas had a dream that he was in the middle of an ocean, what he witnesses is that 

when he recites his own bani he begins to drown, but when he would recite Satguru 

Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s bani he would begin to float as if he was on a boat. He was 

shocked and realized that his writings could not be equated to the Guru’s bani. In 

the morning, the guru said, bring your writings let us write it in. Bhai Gurdas said, 

no, I cannot equate my bani to yours. It sure is recited, but I cannot equate it to 

Gurbani. The Guru asked Bhai Gurdas three times, but he stayed humble and 

respectfully declined. The Guru said ok, you are going to recite 40 Vars. It comes in 

Gurbilas:  

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then quotes directly from Gurblias] 

 Guru Arjun gave permission this way.  

 Recite forty peace giving Vars.125 

 

[iPr sMq gurbcn isMG jI kQw snwauNdy hn] 

ieh jdI gurU swihb qoˆ bcn kIqy, aus vyly swihb jwˆdIAw'̂co prK ho geI, ky gurU 
Arjun swihb qo ̂guirAweI  dqIAw[ (irkwrifMg swP nhI) jo mwn krdy sI, auh jog 
nhIˆ sI[ gurU  Arjun jI dI Srn hI rih pwey, gurU Arjun dyv jI nw ny Pyr iehnW nUM, 
AwpxI hjUrI ivc hI , ilKx pVHn dI syvw ivc lY lalea, Bhrw pRcwr vwsqy vI 
bihjy sn[   

ieE BweI gurdws swihb jI siqgurwˆ dI hjUrI rihMdy rhy, v`fI BwrI syvw mhwrwj 
swihb ny[ jdo sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI rcy, aus vyly ilKweI dI syvw BweI gurdws swihb 
jI dy h`Qwˆ nUM piv`qr kIqw[(sMqW ny gurbwxI dw Purmwn idqw: ilKqI kul qwirAw 
jIE[ so ies pRkwr, sRI  gurU grMQ swihb jI ienHwˆ  qoˆ ilKweI, aus qo ̂bwd keI ilKwrI 
ilKy hn (irkwrifMg swP nhI- kI kihMdy ky hor ny iliKAw)[ sB qo ̂pihlw BweI 
gurdws swihb dy klm piv`qr hoieAw[ qy BweI gurdws swihb jy ny gurU mhwrwj swihb 
dy, gurU grMQ swihb jo krqwrpur swihb jo invws krdy hn, auh bIV dI ilKweI 
kIqI[ Dunw ̂Cyvyˆ pwqSwh ny ilKIAwˆ Ehnw dy pwso, Aqy Cyvyˆ pwqSwh ny aus vkq 
swDsMgq jI ies pRkwr is`KI dy prKx vwsqy iek idn bcn krydy suxy:   

 

125
 Sant Gurbachan Singh quotes the lines without telling listeners what chapter it comes from, but it comes 

Gurbilas Patshahi 6, Chapter 17. 
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[sMq jI ieQy vwr dI quk dsdy hn] 

jy gur sWig vrqdw isKu isdku n hwry ]20] 

[sMq jI kQw inrMqr krdy hn] 

aus vyly Cyvyˆ pwqSwh (irkwrifMg swP nhIˆ sI) EQy swKI suxwvy jwvy geI. isKw ̂nUM hn 
nUM kwbul ByijAw GoVy KrIdx, jdo morwˆ TIkrIAw ̂hoeIAw ̂dyKIAwˆ, qw qMbU pwV ky clgY 
sI kwˆsI ivc. kwˆsI ivc Aw ky, rwjy nUM is`K bnwilAw, 700 pMifq crcw krky ij`q 
ilAw. ies pRkwr, BweI gurdws swihb AMdr pwieAw, Pyr Cyvyˆ pwqSwh jI ny boilAw 
jdo BweI ij`Qy qy BweI ibdIey nwl Aw ky, siqgurwˆ dy drbwr muStw ̂bxwky hwjr hoey. 
Pyr mhwrwj ny ikhw hox kho:  

[sMq jI ieQy vwr dI quk dsdy hn] 

jy gur sWig vrqdw isKu isdku n hwry ]20] 

qy BweI swihb ny kyhw scy pwqSwh: 

jy gur Brmwey sWgu kir ikAw isKu ivcwrw ]22] 

Aqy 

sWgY AMdir swbqw ijsu gurU shwey ]23]35] 

[sMq jI kQw inrMqr krdy hn] 

ieh suxky, siqgurU swihb muSkrwpy, kihMdy iek igAw sI 700 pMifq nwl ilAwˆ[ 
ies pRkwr is`K bxy[ BweI gurdws swihb ny kwˆsI ivc vI v`fw BwrI pRcwr kIqw[ 
auh kwˆsI ivc h n dy kibq sÍXy Awauxgy[ 

qy BweI gurdws swihb ny, gurU Arjun swihb jdo Bgq bwxI lwKoˆ l`igAw, aus vkq 
BweI gurdws dy AMdr sMklp ho igAw[ k y gurU swihb jI Bgqwˆ dI bwxI aucwr dI Aqy 
lwKwauNidAW, mYnUM Bgq dy drSn nhI ̂kwroˆdy[ mhwrwj ny ikhw BweI gurdws swihb kwlUM 
svyry AwieE[ BweI swihb ilKweI qoˆ pihlw jdo rwmsr qMbU'c gey, qy swirAwˆ Bgqŵ 
dy drSn idqy[ swirAwˆ Bgqwˆ ny BweI swihb nUM nmskwr kIqI, BweI swihb 
swirAwˆ Bgqw ̂nUM nmskwr kIqI[ swirAwˆ Bgqw ̂ny Awpxy nw dsy[ BweI swihb nUM 
inscw ho igAw, ky gurU mhwrwj hn Bgqwˆ nUM smIp krky, Pyr ieh lyKwd̂y nvI bwxI[ 
ieE BweI swihb dy AMdr sMklp sI, iehdI AMdrlI buJ leI mhwrwj ny ikhw , BweI 
gurdws swihb kwlUM qyrI bwxI ilKwvwˆgy  qusIˆ  kwlUM  ilAwieau[ BweI gurdws swihb 
jI nUM kihxw lgy, BweI swihb kihx lgy, siq bcn mhwrwj[ jdo rwq nUM ibrwjy BweI 
swihb, supnw ieMj AwieAw jwxI smuMdr ivc BweI swihb jI ivcr rhyAw[ kI 
vyKdyAw, jdo AwvdI rcnw pVHdyAw Edo goty Kwx l`g jwd̂yAw[ jdo siqgur nwnk dyv jI 
dI bwxI pVn l`gdy Edo qrn l`g jwn ijvy jhwj qy bYiTAw[ hYrwn hoigAw, kihMdy gurU 
swihb dI bwxI dy brwbr myr  bwxI nhIˆ ho skdI[ svyry gurU swihb jI ny, kihMdy 
BweI gurdws ilAw qyrI bwxI cVweIey[ kihx lgw nwhI mhwrwj[ kihx lgy nhIˆ 
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mhwrwj mYˆ Awpdy bwxI Aqul mYˆ nhIˆ kr skdw[ myry bwxI ijhVIey, ieh bwxI jrUr hY 
pr mhwrwj mY ̂nI brwbrI krnI, gurU grMQ swihb ivc mYN nhIˆ bwxI cwVwauxIN aus vyly 
siqgurw ̂ny 3 vwrI ikhw[ iehny aus vyly inmrqw hI rwKI[ 
ASw mhwrwj jI ny bcn kIqw , cMgw BweI gurdws swihb 40 vwrwˆ qusIˆ rcxIAwˆ, ieh 
guriblws ivc Awauˆdw: 

[sMq jI ieQy guriblws dI quk dsdy hn] 

gur Arjn mm AwigAw krI[ 

vwr cwlIs rco suK BwrI[ 

It must be noted that if one does not already have knowledge about the Gurbilas 

literature, one will not pick up on what exactly Sant Gurbachan is saying when he says, “it 

comes in Gurbilas.” For some this may be a problem as he does not properly cite his source; this 

reflects common practice in oral katha, as has been discussed. At the same time, it is part of the 

understood rules of the genre of oral kathā that the speaker is well versed in the appropriate texts, 

and the listener accepts that knowledge without attestation. This story that Sant Gurbachan Singh 

shares is also relevant because it is one of the foundations for the argument that Bhai Gurdas’ 

Varan are the kunji or "key" to the SGGS. Sant Gurbachan Singh is suggesting this through the 

notion that the Bhagats, whose writings are included in the SGGS, bowed to Bhai Gurdas. A 

show of respect by the Bhagats, which Sant Gurbachan Singh extends to Bhai Gurdas’ writings 

as well. 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then explains the importance of the Varan] 

By understanding, they will be able to understand Sikhi and SGGS is a treasure 

chest and a Sikh that is not able to understand the SGGS will be able unlock the 

understanding and will be like a key. This is the blessing that Guru Arjun gave. 

Bhai sahib recited 40 Varan and the 41st Var was a recited by a poet during the time 

of the 10th guru, Guru Gobind Singh. In this way there is now 41 Vars and there are 

356 kabits that were written in Kansi and recited during the time of the 6th guru and 

now the Varan begin: 

 

[sMq jI kQw inrMqr krdy hn] 

Aqy ies nUM pwky, is`KI dI mq pRwpq hoieAw krU gurU grMQ swihb jI Kjwn hY AqY qyrI 
bwxI ijhVw Byd nw KuilAw krU bwxI piVHA krky[ is`Kwˆ nUM qyrI bwxI pVHnw krky Byd 
Kul ijAw krU[ kuMjI dI inAweI hovy geI qyrI bwxI[ ieh bcn, vr gurU Arjun swihb 
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jI ny idqw[ 40 vwrw ̂rcIAwˆ Aqy 41 vwr… ieh gurU goibMd isMG jI dI Srn 
(rwcIAwˆ  geIAwˆ) sI AnMdpur swihb[hux 41 vwrwˆ hn Aqy 356 kib hn  ijhVy ky 
kwˆsI ivc rcysI  Aqy gurU hrgoibMd swihb jI  dI Srn 'c rcy sI[ ieQy swD sMgq jI 
vwrwˆ AwrMb  huMdIAw ̂hn[ 

To finish the introduction to Bhai Gurdas and the Varan, Sant Gurbachan Singh reaffirms 

that the Varan are, in fact, the key to the SGGS, which allows the common people to understand 

that if they can understand the Varan, they will have an easier time understanding the SGGS. 

Sant Gurbachan Singh then begins with the discourse after the reader, reads the first Var and first 

verse by Bhai Gurdas: 

The One non-dualistic, the one that gives light to all and through their blessings is 

obtained 

I bow before the Guru (Guru Nanak Dev), who recited the Satnam mantra (for the 

world). 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then comments on the line] 

Bhai Gurdas Ji bows to Guru Nanak, Sri Guru Angad Dev Ji, Guru 

Amardas Sahib Ji, Satguru Ramdas Sahib Ji, Satguru Arjun Sahib Ji, 

Satguru Sri Guru Hargobind Sahib Ji. This is a Kadhakatna Mangal, just 

as one grabs the handles of a pot, the entire pot is lifted. In this way, by 

using the word Gurdev, Bhai Sahib Ji is doing mangal of all six patsha’s 

(literally translating to “king,” a reference to the Gurus’). I bow my head 

from Guru Nanak to Guru Hargobind. Who is the Gurdev? It is Satguru 

Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji, that brought and recited the Mool mantar from 

Sachkand (Literally translating to the True Realm; a reference to place of 

eternity)126 to the Sikhs to save the entire world. 

 

<> siqgur pRswid 

nmskwr gurdyv ko siqnwm ijs mMqR suxwieAw [ 

[sMq jI ArQ dsdy hn] 

jo, gurU nwnk, sRI gurU AMgd dyv jI, gurU Amrdws swihb jI, siqgurU rwmdws 

swihb jI, siqgurU Arjn swihb jI hn. ieh kF`kxw mMgl hY, ijvy kVwhy dy kuMfy 

 

126
 It can be argued that Sachkand is both a physical space but also a mental and spiritual elevation. There is a deep 

philosophical explanation to this; however, it simply cannot be explained in a few sentences.  
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pkrylIey qy swrw kwF c`ikAw jwˆdw[ ieE gurdyv Sbd kihx nwl iCAW pwqSwhIAw ̂

dw mMgl kr rihAw[ gurU nwnk dyv jI qo ̂lYky gurU hrgoibMd swihb jI qk swfI 

nmskwr hY[ gurdyv jI kOx? siqgurU nwnk dyv jI, jynw ny sqnwm, mUl mMqr, swry 

dunIAwˆ dy kilAwx kwrn vwsqy is`Kwˆ dy qweI srvx krvwauxw kIqw hY[ s`KKMf 

iv`co ilAwey mhwrwj ny[ 
In the first line of the first Var, Sant Gurbachan Singh goes beyond explaining the literal 

translation of the line written by Bhai Gurdas. He suggests that this is a specific kind of invocation 

(mangal).127  Moreover, there is also a reference to Gur Nanak Parkash, written by Santokh Singh, in 

chapters twenty-eight and twenty-nine, which we read about the experience of the revelation of the first 

Guru, who is said to have entered into the river Ravi for several days and returned with the Mool Mantar 

(root mantra), with which the SGGS opens. This story also comes in the Janamsakhis, which again 

shows the intertextuality occurring not only in Sant Gurbachan Singh’s katha but also Bhai Gurdas’ text 

as well.  

[Bhai Gurdas writes] 

Getting (the creatures) across the world ocean He raptly merged them in liberation. 

[The reader then continues to read the second verse of Bhai Gurdas’ 

Varan] 

The drowning Sikhs were pulled out of this world that is like an ocean, 

Satguru Sahib Ji gives liberation in the form of treasures, which are 

Dharm, Arth, Kam, Mokh. In the liberations of Jeevan Mukti, Bidhay 

Mukti, and Kaival Mukti one is merged. 

[BweI gurdws jI ilKdy hn] 

Bvjl ivcoN kiF ky mukiq pdwrQ mwih smwieAw [ 

[sMq jI kQw rwhIN smJwauNdy hn] 

ijhVw smuMdr hY, iehnwˆ co' is`Kwˆ nUM fubidAwˆ hoieAw nUM kF̀ky siqgurU swihb jI jo 

mukqI rUp pdwrQ hn, Drm, ArQ, kwm, moK, ieh pdwrQ hn jy, ieh mukqI rUpI 

pdwrQ jIvn mukqI ivc, ibDy mukqI ivc, kYvl moK, smwieAw, imlx kIqw[ 

 

127
 I have not come across this specific Mangal type. However, there is a deep history of the different kinds of 

invocations. So this may be one that I have not learned or come across yet. 
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The line written by Bhai Gurdas speaks to the One saving and liberating creation. Sant 

Gurbachan Singh then mentions the different kinds of liberations that one can attain while in this 

world, and he says the different types of treasures and pleasure in the world. Both of these are 

extensively written about in the Nirmala text known as Adhyatam Parkash. Adhyatam Parkash is 

a book that claims to enlighten a being on what the soul is, as a reflection of Brahm (the One). 

[Then in the recording, the reader then continues to read and then hear about the third line of 

Bhai Gurdas’ Varan] 

[Bhai Gurdas writes] 

He destroyed the fear of transmigration and decimated the sickness of doubt and 

separation. 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then comments on this line] 

The Sikhs fear of birth and death has been erased by the Guru, and 

illusions of disease and separation [have been erased]. The disease of 

ignorance and ego along with the pain of the 8.4 million life cycle and 

separation has be erased as well. 

[BweI gurdws jI ilKdy hn] 

jnm mrx Bau kitAw sMsw rog ivXog imtwieAw [ 

[sMq jI kQw rwhIN smJwauNdy hn] 

is`Kwˆ dw jnm dw BY sI, mwrn dw BY sI siqgurU swihb jI ny myt idqw[ 

Again, Sant Gurbachan Singh goes beyond explaining the direct translations of the line and 

describes the types of “true” pain that people are experiencing. In his argument, the sufferings of 

this world are temporary; however, the pain of separation and being stuck in the 8.4 million life 

cycle is pain that permanent. The reader then continues to read the fourth and fifth lines of Bhai 

Gurdas’ first Varan: 

[Bhai Gurdas writes] 

The world is only illusion which carried with it much of birth, death and sufferings. 

The fear of the messenger of death is not dissipated and the fallen ones, have lost 

their lives in vain. 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then explains this line] 
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As long as the understanding of the world as illusion remains, so too does 

the world; this being is stuck in coming and going (birth and death) and is 

in a lot of pain.  

The pains of the messenger of death doesn’t go away such as the different 

kinds of pains- lok pipil dev, rāj- the ones that seek power are two faced, 

do sangat (keep company) of the lowest kind, they have lost their lives in 

this way. 

[BweI gurdws jI ilKdy hn] 

sMsw iehu sMswru hY jnm mrx ivic duK sbwieAw[ 

jm dMf isroN nw auqrY swkq durjn jnmu gvwieAw[ 

[sMq jI kQw rwhIN smJwauNdy hn] 

ijhVw sMsw sI swDsMgq jI, pRmwx, pirmyK, vprjy Adk[ ieh vI myt idqw sMsw[ 

haumY dw rog myt idqw[ 

jMmW dw fMf dUr nhI huMdw , qrW dy fMf, lok, ippl dyv, rwj jo SkqI dw aupwSk 

hY, durjn hn , auhnW ny Awpxw jnm gvw ilAw hY[  

Here Sant Gurbachan Singh again refers to the text Sarkutavli, where it talks about an individual 

that is of the lowest kind.128 From my own learning of Sarkutavli, this is not a reference to 

economic, cultural, or caste status; rather, this is a reference to those people that do acts that can 

be deemed low or individuals that act on the five sensory organs. In other words, these are 

manmukhs (beings whose attention is on their mind, those who indulge their minds) or ones that 

stray away from the path of merging with the One. The idea of the lowest individual or one that 

indulges in the five sensory organs is explored in Sarkutavli in Chapter 13. To understand these 

lines, one must put together the lines in pairs of two, as understanding one line on its own will 

not make sense. Pandit Hardial writes about the different kinds of animals that die because of 

one sensory organ and so what will be the state of a being that is indulging in all five. Pandit 

Hardial in Sarkutavli writes, 

 

128
 Sant Gurbachan Singh does not make this explicit. Through my own readings of these granths, I am able to 

recognize that Sant Gurbachan Singh is referencing Sarkutavli in his explanation of this pangtī by Bhai Gurdas. 
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The elephant because of sexual desire (touch), the fish because of meat (taste), the 

deer because of sound, the moth because of light (sight) 

The bee because of smell, in this way they find death because of just one single 

sensory pleasure.  

Sounds, touch, taste, sight, smell; are the five reasons of destruction. 

That person that is controlled by the five, what story can be told of them. 129 

krI kwm AimK mqs imRg sr rUp pqMg[ 

Ail sugMD ieiqXwd hq iek iek ieMdRX sMg]2] 

sÍr sprS rs rUp gMD pWcoN kwrx nws[ 

jo jn pWco vs Bey kQw khy ko qws]3] 

Pandit Hardial explains here that a being that is indulges in the five sense will waste his life. In 

the same chapter, Pandit Hardial then goes onto explain other characteristics of a “low” being. 

Sant Gurbachan Singh only hints towards this in his Katha; however, with a knowledge of the 

Sarkutavli granth, one understands that this is what he is referencing when referring to the lowest 

kind. [The reader then continues to read the sixth, seventh and eight lines of Bhai Gurdas’ 

Varan:] 

[Bhai Gurdas writes] 

Those who have caught hold of the feet of the Guru have been liberated through the 

true Word. 

Now being full of loving devotion they celebrate the gurprubs (anniversaries of the 

Gurus) and their acts of remembrance of God, charity and holy ablutions, inspire 

others also.  

Whatever one sows, one reaps. 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then explains this line] 

I latch onto the feet of Satguru Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji, who has given the 

beings the true name and liberated them.  

Maharaj made this path that one should engage in loving devotion, 

celebrate gurpurb’s (days when the Gurus came down, when they became 

the Guru and when they left the world). The Guru has also established 

 

129 Pandit Hardial, Sarkutavli, 65. 
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meditating on the One, working hard and donation one’s earnings along 

with waking up in the early hours and bathing.  

However, one has earned the Guru’s word and has planted the seed, that is 

the kind of reward one sows As the Gursikhs have planted the seed of 

Gursikhi, they have enjoyed the fruit of eternal bliss of the One Ultimate 

cosmic energy. As those that have done deeds with a desire in mind enjoy 

the fruits of the heavens. If one plants good seeds, then they enjoy the 

fruits of heaven; however, if one plants bad seeds, they are put in lesser 

than life cycles. whatever one has planted that’s what they get. The 

Gursikhs have planted the seed of the Name and because of this they enjoy 

the pleasure of the One. This is the invocation that Bhai [Gurdas] has done 

in the first verse. 

[BweI gurdws jI ilKdy hn] 

crn ghy gurdyv dy siq sbd dy mukq krwieAw[ 

Bwie130 Bgiq gurpurb kir nwm dwn iesnwn idRV@wieAw[ 

jyhw bIau qyhw Plu pwieAw ]1]  

[sMq jI kQw rwhIN smJwauNdy hn] 

siqgurU nwnk dyv swcy pwqSwh crn kml pkVy hn[ siqgurU nwnk dyv jI siq 

Sbd dy ky, jIAw dy qweIˆ kilAwx krw idqw hY[  

ieh mrXwdw bxw idqI pRymw BgqI kirAw kro, gurpurbŵ nUM mnwieAw kro, 

gurpurb jo mhwqmw hn gurU swihb dy Avqwr Dwrn dy, gurqwgDI ibrwjmwn hwauˆx 

qy joiq joq smon dy[ iehnw gurpurbW nUM mwinAw kro[ ieh mhwrwj ny mrXwdw bxw 

idqI[ nwm jipAw kro, Drm dI ikrq krky, vMf ky KwieAw kro, dwn kirAw kro, 

AMimRq vyly ieSnwn kirAw kro[ ieh iDRV krw idqw swcypwqSwh jI ny is`Kwˆ dy qweIˆ 

[ 

jyihjw BweI gurU swihb dw aupdyS nUM kwm ky bIj bIijAw hY, Ehjw gurisKw ̂

nUM gurisKI dI bIj nUM bIj ilAw ihrdy'c[ auhnW ny Ehjw bRhm rUpI Pl KlwieAw 

hY[ ijnHwˆ ny iskm rUpI bI bIijAw hY hux nUM svrg Adk su`Kwˆ dy Pu`l nUM ipAw hY[ 

ijhnwˆ ny in`Kd rUpI krm bIijAw hY[ guris`Kwˆ ny AMimRq nwm nUM bIijAw hY[ ies 

 

130 The pāthī (reader), reads this as written instead of the commonly seen bhau 
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krky Ehnw ny suK AMimRq brHmw rUp Pl pRwpq kIqw hY[ieh mMgl BweI swihb jI ny 

pihlI pOVI dw kIqw hY[ 

In the first line of the first Var, Sant Gurbachan Singh shows the listener to understand what 

exactly is being said - which is how the Guru wants one to live. His goal is not to overwhelm 

laypeople. So, he mentions some details in passing to give time and space to his own students, 

who are more than likely sitting with the sangat and listening to the katha and taking notes. If 

they do decide to take a more in-depth look into the textual connections he is making, they can. 

As has been noted, Sant Gurbachan Singh draws on a large number of granths or texts, such as 

Sarkutavli, Adhyatam Parkash, Suraj Parkash, Janamsakhis and more. Even though these are 

not footnoted in the kathā, they are deeply present throughout it. Sant Gurbachan Singh brings in 

examples from both the Janamsakhiks and Suraj Praksah as he points towards the sākhī or 

biography of Guru Nanak going into the river and coming back with the Mool Mantar. He then 

goes on to reference the different kinds of invocations, the different types of liberations. Finally, 

He ends in explaining the result of different kinds of desires that are described in Nirmala 

literature. Arguably, the most important component of this kathā is that Sant Gurbachan Singh is 

the reference to various texts for the more learned listener, alongside the practical techniques that 

can be implemented by novice listeners.       

We can see the dynamic exchange between Bhai Gurdas’ text and that of the SGGS, as 

presented by Sant Gurbachan Singh, in the next example. Sant Gurbachan Singh begins with the 

discourse of the twenty-seventh verse in the first Var by Bhai Gurdas: 

[Bhai Gurdas writes]  

Rise of Guru Nanak 

Satguru (True Guru) Nanak Dev Ji came to light and the fog was erased and light 

spread through the world. 

In the same way the sun rises, and the stars disappeared, and the darkness dispelled.  

With the roar of the lion in the forest the flocks of escaping deer now cannot have 

endurance. 

Wherever Baba put his feet, a religious place was erected and became worthy of 

worship.  
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[Sant Gurbachan Singh then explains this line] 

The fog of sin and ignorance was lifted and through the Guru’s kirpa light 

of knowledge spread throughout the world.  

In the way that the sun rises and the stars and the darkness of 

righteousness living disappeared, faded, went away- so to did hypocrisy, 

etc.  

Just as a lion roars, the deer in the jungle that were grouped together, they 

run away and do not stay steadfast because of the lion’s roar. In this way, 

with Guru Nanak’s roar, the hypocrites existed but just as the deer, none of 

them stayed steadfast.  

Wherever Guru Nanak placed their feet, worship of the Guru began in 

those places, everyone began praising them (Guru Nanak). In those places 

was worship of the Nam, in those places Gurdwara Sahibs were 

established, So, in that way:  

The Guru's Sikhs find that place and they take the dust and apply it to their 

faces. 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then quotes from the SGGS] 

Wherever my True Guru goes and sits, that place is beautiful, O Lord King. 

131 

The Guru's Sikhs find that place and they take the dust and apply it to their 

faces. 

[BweI gurdws jI ilKdy hn] 

siqgur nwnk pRgitAw imtI DuMDu jig cwnxu hoAw [  

ijau kir sUrju inkilAw qwry Cip AMDyru ploAw [  

isMG buky imrgwvlI BMnI jwie n DIir DroAw [ 

ijQy bwbw pYr Dir pUjw Awsxu Qwpix soAw [  

[sMq jI kQw rwhIN smJwauNdy hn] 

jo pwp dI DuMD sI, AividAw dI DMuD sI, jgq iv`c igAwn dw pRkwS hoigAw, 

siqgurW dI ikrpw krky [ 

 

131 Guru Ramdas, Sri Guru Granth Sahib, ang 451. Self-translation.  
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ijs pRkwr sUrj dy inkilAW krky, pKMf Awdk qwry Aqy Drm dw AMDyrw ploigAw, 

plwigAw, cilAw igAw [  

ijvyN Syr jdoN g~jy bMn dy AMdr imrgW ijhVIAW AvdIAW pMgqIAW, auh B`jIAW 

jWdIAW, DIrj nhI DrdI Syr dy bukx qoN; AWeyN gurU nwnk swihb dy gj̀x qoN ijny 

pKMfI sIgy, ihrnw dI qWeIN s`B B`jy, iksy ny DIrj nw DrI [ 

ijQy ijQy siqgurU nwnk dyv jI ny pYr r`Ky, auh QwvW iv`c pUjw siqgurW dI hox l`gI, 

auhnW dI swry soBw krn l`g gey [auQy QwvW’c pUjw nwm dI, auhnW Awsn gurduAwrw 

swihb bxwky Qwpx kIqy, so auhnW dy qWeIN  

[sMq jI ieQy gurbwxI dI quk lwauNdy hn] 

ijQY jwie bhY myrw siqgurU so Qwnu suhwvw rwm rwjy] 

gurisKØ̂I so Qwnu BwilAw lY DUir muiK lwvw] 

Sant Gurbachan Singh shows a clear connection between Bhai Gurdas’ Varan and the SGGS by 

quoting a line from the SGGS. However, he is also doing more than that. Sant Gurbachan Singh 

suggests through the use of the SGGS pangti that not only is a place where the Guru has been 

beautiful and worthy of praise but also that a Gursikh should quite literally worship that place. 

Again, Sant Gurbachan Singh pushes for the implementation of these ideas into the daily lives of 

his listeners. 

In the following lines by Bhai Gurdas, Sant Gurbachan Singh shares the backstory of 

Guru Nanak visiting Nanak Mata (Previously known as Gorakh Mata).  The relationship between 

the Janamsakhis and the Varan is present in this line through Bhai Gurdas’ work; moreover, Sant 

Gurbachan Singh brings in Suraj Prakash and the oral tradition as well, which demonstrates 

deeply imbued nature of panthic literature in the katha genre. [The pathi then continues to read 

Bhai Gurdas’ Varan] 

[Bhai Gurdas writes] 

All the siddh-places now have been renamed on the name of Nanak.  

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then gives the backstory of this line and then 

explains it] 
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All of the Sidh’s places in the world (like) Gorakh Matā erased and wrote 

Nanak Mata. Gorakh Mata was the place of the Sidhs, here the Sidhs had a 

debate and the Sidhs said this is our place, our land, speak: A hole had 

been dug and a boy was made to sit in there. They said the land is the 

Sidh’s, and then the boy spoke up. The boy spoke two times and then on 

third time, Maharaj (Guru Nanak) said, the boy that was able to speak, he 

has died inside. Then the Sidhs, took him out and they and everyone else 

saw [that he had died]. This is the story of Nanak Mata, that place still 

exists today, there is a memorial. At that time, the Sidhs then fell at the 

feet of [Guru Nanak]. The Guru said, ok and took his sandle and put it on 

the boy’s forehead and he came back to life. In this way, Nanak Mata 

which was the Sidh’s as Gorak Mata, became known as Nanak Mata. 

[BweI gurdws jI ilKdy hn] 

isD Awsix siB jgq dy nwnk Awid mqy jy koAw [ 

[sMq jI kQw rwhIN smJwauNdy hn] 

ijny is`D Awsn sI jg̀q sy AMdr, gorK mqw imtieAw qy nwnk mqw iliKAw[ ijQy 

gorK mqw sI, is`DW dI jgw sI[ ie`Qy crcw kIqI is`DW ny, is`D ikhMdy swfI jgw hY, 

DrqI, ieh bol[ iek muMfw auhnW dw toAw pt̀ky iv`c kKW dI s~d pwky bTw qw sI 

is`DW ny[ikhx drqI is`DW dIAw, auh muMfw boly ivcoN[ jdoM do vyrI boilAw, qIjI vwr 

mwhwrwj kihMdy jo bolx jog muMfw, auh muMfw mrigAw iv`c[ Pyr is`DW ny kifAw, qy 

pqw ligAw, qy s`B pqw ligAw[ ieh nwnk mqy gl hY auh jgw hjy bxI hoeI hY, 

hjy Xwdgwr[ aus vyly Pyr is`D mwhwrj dy Srn pey[ mwhwrwj ny AwiKAw cMgw, ieh 

KVwv crn dI lwky iehnMU ijauNdw krqw sI, ies pRkwr, nwnk mqw Awdk auh is`DW 

QW sI gorK mqy qoN nwnk mqw iliKAw[ 

This story that is shared by Sant Gurbachan Singh, is a story that comes in Chapter 60 of the first 

volume of written by Santokh Singh. This is a story that is commonly shared by kathāvachiks. 

Sant Gurbachan Singh later notes that “this place still exists today and there is a memorial in this 

place.” This suggests Sant Gurbachan Singh is urging listeners to go and visit this memorial as it 

was indicated in the previous line.  

The following two lines wrap up the sentiments of Bhai Gurdas’ verse, where Guru 

Nanak emerged in a time of darkness and traveled the world and one comes to the realization 
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even Guru Nanak was in command of the One. [The pathi then continues to read Bhai Gurdas’ 

Varan] 

[Bhai Gurdas writes] 

Baba liberated all four directions and nine divisions of the earth. 

Gurmukh (Guru Nanak) has emerged in this kaliyug, the dark age.27. 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then explains this line] 

In this way, [Guru Nanak] liberated in all four directions of the world and 

gave support to the nine realms as well.  

Guru Nanak, who is facing the One, came to light in the dark age. 

[BweI gurdws jI ilKdy hn] 

bwby qwry cwir cik nau KMif ipRQmI scw FoAw[ 

gurmiK kil ivc prgtu hoAw ]27] 

[sMq jI kQw rwhIN smJwauNdy hn] 

ieauN bwbw jI ny cohW cONkW (pUrb, d`Kx, pC̀m, auqr) dy jIAW kilAwn kIqI[ ijvyN 

noNAW KMfW dI ipRQmI scw FoAw, Aws idqI[  

 siqgurU sRI gurU nwnk dyv jI ho gurU muKI hn, kljg ivc̀oN prgt hoey[ 

In this verse, Sant Gurbachan Singh brings forward numerous references to other texts and 

foregrounds the SGGS. He does this quite explicitly, quoting directly from the SGGS, solidifying 

the continuity between Bhai Gurdas and the Guru’s bani. Sant Gurbachan Singh in the following 

line then goes on to tell a brief sākhī about Guru Nanak’s travels (udāsīs) that Bhai Gurdas 

mentions in the line. This is story driven from the Janamsakhis and Suraj Prakash, deepening 

the web of connections between not only the exegesis tradition and these texts , but between 

Bhai Gurdas’ works with these other texts. He continues to create a web of connections with the 

other lines as well; however, what struck me in listening to his kathā was his translation of the 

last line. Any person reading Bhai Gurdas’ work would have certainly concluded that the 

previous line is talking about Gurmukhs coming into the world because of Guru Nanak. This 

refers to Guru Nanak's coming to the world-leading in the world in the age of Kalijug, a time of 

degradation and loss; however, Sant Gurbachan Singh translates Gurmukh as Guru Nanak, 

positioning Guru Nanak as the Guru-Mukhi, the first person who is Guru facing. This suggests 
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that even Guru Nanak was in command of the One, even as God himself. This is affirmed in the 

first line, where Bhai Gurdas refers to Guru Nanak as Satguru, the True Guru. 

3.3 Katha and movement across multiple texts 

As can be seen through these examples, Sant Gurbachan Singh, directly and indirectly, makes 

references to many texts. These play a pivotal role in Sant Gurbachan Singh's analysis. Sant 

Gurbachan Singh, in his katha draws on Bhai Gurdas’ words and compositions to frame 

connection to the SGGS but also goes beyond that by referencing a wide range of additional 

texts, which post-date Bhai Gurdas. Sant Gurbachan Singh ghus brings to life a web of textual 

connections through his katha. Sant Gurbachan Singh is not only drawing these connections, but 

he is also arguing that Bhai Gurdas also saw and drew these connections. His katha, therefore, 

functions to construct a kind of textual lattice that surrounds Bhai Gurdas' Varan, situating it in 

relation to the SGGS, as well as later traditions. There is one section of text that both Sant 

Gurbachan Singh and Bhai Vir Singh highlight: 

[Bhai Gurdas writes] 

Every home has become a place of dharma where singing. 

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then explains this line as] 

In this way, each and every home, and everywhere, in villages, towns 

religious sites were formed. While settling, praises (kirtan) is happening-  

[Sant Gurbachan Singh then quotes something from the oral tradition] 

It is always Vaisakhi for the devotee, and it is always the spring season at all 

hours of the day. It is always Diwali for the devotee, and it is always the 

spring season at all hours of the day. 

[BweI gurdws jI ilKdy hn] 

Gir Gir AMdir Drmswl hovY kIrqnu sdw ivsoAw[ 

[sMq jI kQw rwhIN smJwauNdy hn] 

ieauN Gr Gr iv`c swirAW QwvW iv`c, Sihr Sihr iv`c ngr ngr iv`c Dwrmk 

AsQwn bxgy[ sdw vsw vsw ik kIrqn huMdw hY[ ivsoAw: sdw ivswKI swD dI ATy 

iphr bsMq[ sdw idvwlI swD dI ATy iphr bsMq[ ieauN ivswKI dy joV myly vsw 

vsw ky huMdy hY[ 
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Here Sant Gurbachan Singh seems to quote something that he has written, or he is quoting 

another granth. He tells us that it is always Vaisakhi for the being that is on the path towards the 

one and it is the season of Basant (known for being the start of spring) during all eight times of 

the day.132 The second line says that it is always Diwali for a being on the path towards the one 

and it is the season of Basant during all eight times of the day. I argue that Sant Gurbachan Singh 

is arguing that it is essential for a Gursikh to consider each day to be worthy of celebration and 

enjoyment with the Guru, as one would during these celebrations. Moreover, the comparison of 

Basant, suggests that one must always be growing and moving towards the Guru just as a flower 

moves and expands towards the Sun. 

Interestingly enough, both Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh emphasized this 

line of Bhai Gurdas. As discussed in the last chapter, Bhai Vir Singh explained the root word and 

here, Sant Gurbachan Singh shared a quote. Both shared the idea of a community coming 

together and the experience of the season of spring. The importance of this may lie in, as shared 

in the introduction, that both Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh were active in pushing 

the agenda of the Singh Sabha movement: the idea of a single, uniform Sikhi. Though this is not 

entirely negative, there was a push by both exegetes towards coming together as a community 

and celebrating historical occasions, such as the new year, Vaisakhi, and more.  Tying in 

practical suggestions into their exegeses such as the importance of the new year that starts in 

spring and also Nagar Keertans (religious parades).  

 All in all, Sant Gurbachan Singh’s approach to katha is shows the deep web of 

connections between not only his work, panthic historiographies and the oral tradition but also in 

extension, he argues for a deep connection between the SGGS and the Varan. The nuanced 

approach that Sant Gurbachan Singh takes shows the complexity of the Varan, which themselves 

reveal a complex relationship with the SGGS. Sant Gurbachan Singh’s breadth of knowledge on 

the panthic historiographies comes to life in his katha and though not always footnoted, the 

panthic historiographies are present. 

 

 

132
 One pher is equal to 3 hours in a day. The day is broken up to 8 phers as stated in Gurbani.  
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Chapter 4: Conclusion  

In conclusion, Bhai Gurdas’ Varan are a set of texts that play an essential role in not only 

understanding the Guru’s message but also play a crucial role in forming one of the earlier 

intertextual links in the Sikh tradition. The Varan are a complex set of texts that should be 

understood through multiple perspectives. Not only was Bhai Gurdas providing a description of 

the Sikh community in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but he was also giving a 

sense of its historical context, and he attested to the authority of the Guruship for the community.  

Some scholars have done exegeses of the Varan to understand Bhai Gurdas’ work better. 

These scholars quite often studied in traditional Sikh schools of thought, where these schools not 

only sought to create a web of connections among texts but also among schools of thought and 

practice. The two scholars of interest for this thesis, Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh 

were a product of these schools of thought. For this reason, both Sant Gurbachan Singh and Bhai 

Vir Singh are heavily influenced by Vedantic thought but move beyond this and ground their 

ideas in gurmat. The commentaries on Bhai Gurdas’ work look to liven and integrate them into 

Sikh intellectual spheres, where traditional schools look to bring in the works of Bhai Gurdas and 

panthic historiographies. For this reason, these traditional schools of thought play an integral role 

in forming the community’s identity and an important role in understanding the literature 

surrounding the Sikh panth. The above helps one understand Bhai Vir Singh’s and Sant 

Gurbachan Singh’s approaches to their exegeses because their goal in providing an explanation 

of the Varan was to make the text accessible to the panth and understand its connections to the 

SGGS. 

Both Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh have done exegeses on Bhai Gurdas’ 

Varan and they act as authoritative interpretations within the Sikh panth. The connections both 

interpreters draw out among texts, relies on the perception of the connection between Bhai 

Gurdas’ text and that of the SGGS. Their commentaries reveal the continuity and connections 

between both Bhai Gurdas’ text’s messages and the messages of the SGGS. Moreover, the 

commentaries reveal the relationship of both these texts to later panthik historiographies that 

encompass the Sikh historical and intellectual tradition. However, these connections are not only 

limited to these thinkers, but instead, they also argue that Bhai Gurdas saw and drew these 
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connections in his work. These connections construct a web of interconnected textual links that 

comprise Sikh traditional exegeses. All of these constitute a way of understanding Bhai Gurdas’ 

work as holding the title of the ‘key to the SGGS’. 

Bhai Vir Singh’s approach to translating and commenting on the Varan is forthright; 

however, Bhai Vir Singh still takes a nuanced approach. As he glosses each word, provides 

synonyms and paraphrases Bhai Gurdas’s messages, Bhai Vir Singh engages in intertextuality 

while being straightforward with his commentary. Showing a connection between the SGGS and 

the Varan but also between the Varan and other panthic historiographies. This nuanced approach 

that Bhai Vir Singh takes shows the complexity of the Varan, which themselves reveal a 

complex relationship with the SGGS 

Sant Gurbachan Singh’s oral commentary provides an insight into the mind of a preacher 

within the Sikh tradition. The commentary shows a deep web of connections between his 

commentary, panthic historiographies, the oral tradition, the Varan and the SGGS. Sant 

Gurbachan Singh is not only arguing for a one way connection between the above mentioned, 

rather and he in extension argues for a deep multilateral connection between all of the above 

mentioned. Sant Gurbachan Singh’s breadth of knowledge on the panthic historiographies comes 

to life during katha and though not always footnoted, the panthic historiographies are present. 

Looking at him provides insight into how a Sikh is formed as he would travel from village to 

village preaching and has produced a number of scholars that are having a profound impact on 

the formation of the Sikhs.  

On the opposite side of the spectrum, Rahuldeep Gill argues indirectly argues that these 

connections cannot exist as Bhai Gurdas’ messaging solely consists of Guru Arjun’s martyrdom. 

However, as seen through the examples Rahuldeep Singh’s problematic translations are what 

allow him to understand the Varan through the lens of martyrdom. A corrected translation shows 

how his argument fails as Bhai Gurdas is not only talking about the martyrdom and also 

throughout his work, he writes as if Guru Arjun is present and not martyred. Moreover, the deep 

web of connections shown through the commentaries of Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan 

Singh debunks Rahuldeep Singh Gill’s claim because Bhai Gurdas’ work should not and cannot 

be limited and decontextualized, as Rahuldeep Gill has suggested. Just because Bhai Gurdas’ 

work at times focuses on martyrdom in some of his Vars, it does not mean that it is not linked to 
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the SGGS and arguably, martyrdom is not the sole focus of those Vars.  Indeed, some of the Vars 

are tied to the martyrdom; however, a vast majority do not because, as seen through the chapters, 

the deeply embedded continuity of Bhai Gurdas’ message with the Guru’s is evident.  

The goal of this thesis was to move beyond just Bhai Gurdas’ text itself and to understand 

how some scholars have interpreted and understood it within the Sikh intellectual community. 

This thesis is only the beginning of scholarship on the reception history within the Sikh panth as 

most of the scholarship has been focused on the histories of the people and literature. The two 

commentators also provide insight in the minds of two prolific scholars that have profoundly 

impacted the development of the Sikhs and Sikhi. Bhai Vir Singh and Sant Gurbachan Singh 

allow us to understand how Bhai Gurdas’s workers were understood, received, and disseminated 

within the Sikh panth. This is really the only way to understand how and why Bhai Gurdas' 

works act as the "key" to the Gurus’ words and ideas. For these reasons, Bhai Gurdas has and 

will continue to hold the title of the kunji to the SGGS because Bhai Gurdas’ Varan work in 

conjunction with the Guru’s writings. Just as he once preached in conjunction with the Guru.
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